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Goethe's Faust reworks the late-medieval myth of Dr Faust, a brilliant scholar so disillusioned he
resolves to make a contract or wager with the devil, Mephistopheles. The devil will do all he asks
on Earth and seek to grant him a moment in life so glorious that he will wish it to last for ever. But
if Faust does bid the moment stay, he falls to Mephisto and must serve him after death. In this
first part of Goethe's great work the embittered thinker and Mephistopheles enter into their
agreement, and soon Faust is living a life beyond his study and - in rejuvenated form - winning
the love of the charming and beautiful Gretchen. But in this compelling tragedy of arrogance,
unfulfilled desire and self-delusion, Faust, served by the devil, heads inexorably towards
destruction.

[Beaumarchais ] fame rests on Le Barbier de Seville (1775) and Le Mariage de Figaro (1784),
the only French plays which his stage-struck century bequeathed to the international repertoire.
But his achievement has been adulterated, for Beaumarchais has long been the brand name of
a product variously reprocessed by Mozart, Rossini, and the score or so librettists and
musicians who have perpetuated his plots, his characters, and his name. The most intriguing
question of all has centered on his role as catalyst of the Revolution. Was his impertinent barber
the Sweeney Todd of the Ancien RÃ©gime, the true begetter of the guillotine?
[. . .]Beaumarchais plays have often seemed to need the same kind of shoring up as his
reputation, as though they couldn t stand on their own without a scaffolding of good tunes. Yet,
as John Wells lively and splendidly speakable translations of the Barber, the Marriage, and A
Mother s Guilt demonstrate, they need assistance from no one.[Beaumarchais] thought of the
three plays as a trilogy. Taken together, they reflect, as John Leigh s commentaries make clear,
the Ancien RÃ©gime s unstoppable slide into revolution. --David Coward in The London Review
of BooksAbout the AuthorJohn Wells (1936-1998) was an English actor, satirist, author,
screenwriter, and co-founder of the magazine Private Eye.John Leigh is a Fellow of Fitzwilliam
College, Cambridge, and University Lecturer in the Department of French.
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FAUST, PART IJOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE was born in Frankfurt-am-Main in 1749.
He studied in Leipzig, where he showed interest in the occult, and in Strasbourg, where Herder
introduced him to Shakespeare’s works and to folk poetry. He produced some essays and lyrical
verse, and at twenty-four wrote Goetz von Berlichingen, a play which brought him national fame
and established him in the current Sturm und Drang movement. Werther, a tragic romance, was
an even greater success. Goethe began work on Faust, and Egmont, another tragedy, before
being invited to join the government at Weimar. His interest in the classical world led him to leave
suddenly for Italy in 1786, and the Italian Journey recounts his travels there. Iphigenie auf Tauris
and Torquato Tasso, classical dramas, were begun at this time. Returning to Weimar, Goethe
started the second part of Faust, encouraged by Schiller. During this late period he finished the
series of Wilhelm Meister books and wrote many other works, including The West-Eastern Divan
and Elective Affinities. He also directed the State Theatre and worked on scientific theories in
evolutionary botany, anatomy and colour. Goethe was married in 1806. He finished Faust before
he died in 1832.DAVID CONSTANTINE was born in 1944 in Salford, Lancashire. He read
modern languages at Wadham College, Oxford; he wrote a D. Phil. there on the poetry of
Friedrich Hölderlin. From 1969 to 1981 he was Lecturer then Senior Lecturer in German at the
University of Durham, and from 1981 to 2000 was Fellow in German at the Queen’s College,
Oxford. He is now visiting Professor in the School of English, University of Liverpool. From
January to May 2004 he was Distinguished Visiting Professor in the Department of German,
University of Rutgers, New Jersey. He lives in Oxford, working as a freelance writer and
translator. He has published half a dozen volumes of poetry, most recently Collected Poems, all
with Bloodaxe Books. He is a translator of Hölderlin, Goethe, Kleist and Brecht. He was the
literary editor of Oxford Magazine and is now joint editor (with Helen Constantine) of Modern
Poetry in Translation.A. S. BYATT was born in 1936 and educated in York and at Newnham
College, Cambridge, of which she is now an Honorary Fellow. She taught English at University
College, London, from 1972 to 1983. She appears regularly on radio and television, and writes
academic articles and literary journalism both in England and abroad. Her fiction includes The
Shadow of the Sun; The Game; The Virgin in the Garden; Still Life; Sugar and Other Stories;
Possession, winner of the 1990 Booker Prize and the 1990 Irish Times/Aer Lingus International
Fiction Prize; the novella Angels and Insects; The Matisse Stories; The Djinn in the Nightingale’s
Eye, a collection of fairy stories; Babel Tower; Elementals: Stories of Fire and Ice; The
Biographer’s Tale; A Whistling Woman and The Little Black Book of Stories. Her work has been
translated into 28 languages. Her critical work includes Degrees of Freedom: The Early Novels
of Iris Murdoch, Unruly Times (on Wordsworth and Coleridge) and, with the psychoanalyst Ignês
Sodré, Imagining Characters: Six Conversations About Women Writers. Passions of the Mind, a
collection of critical essays, appeared in 1991; a new collection, On Histories and Stories,
appeared in 2000; Portraits in Fiction, a study of the relationship between painting and the novel,



and (ed.) Selected Essays, Poems and Other Writings, by George Eliot, in 2001. She was
appointed DBE in 1999.JOHANN WOLFGANGVON GOETHEFaustThe First Part of the
TragedyTranslated with an Introduction and Notes byDAVID CONSTANTINEwith a Preface by A.
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FaustFurther ReadingFAUST, PART INotesPrefaceFaust is one of the magnetic figures in
Western culture. We use his fate to plot our thoughts about human nature and destiny, along with
Don Juan, Hamlet, Don Quixote, Peer Gynt, Captain Ahab, Wagner’s Wotan, Balzac’s Vautrin
and Ulysses. These are all male figures who are what Marlowe called ‘overweeners’. They are
clever and passionate, their intellects are restless, they want too much (whatever that is). They
resist apparent order – the two ‘good’ men in the list, Quixote and Hamlet, see more things in
heaven and earth than the common man, and are destroyed partly by their own imaginations.
Most of the rest make pacts with dubious or evil forces, from Satan to modern capitalism, and
are corrupted and destroyed. They ally themselves with tricksters, manipulators and demons.
They take on aspects of each other’s tales – Faust mixes with Don Juan; Peer Gynt is trickster,
entrepreneur and fool; Vautrin is Satan, Faust and Mephistopheles.Faust and Mephistopheles
are also part of a string of paired characters – master and servant, wise man and fool, man and
demon – whose dialogue represents (in part) the struggle in one mind between scepticism and
idealism, self-seeking and altruism, honour and cynicism. Falstaff is Prince Henry’s comic
demon, descended from the Vice in the mystery plays. Diderot’s amoral Jacques le Fataliste is
both a servant and the voice of nihilism. Kafka brilliantly reversed the relationship by writing a
parable in which Don Quixote is Sancho Panza’s demon, who is deflected from destroying the
‘free and responsible’ Sancho by a diet of chivalric fantasy, leading to a comic madness which



‘harmed nobody’. In literary dialogues between man and devil, from Marlowe to Thomas Mann
and Mikhail Bulgakov, the devil has the best lines, and most of the human wit. This goes deeper
than the simple dramatization of seductive charms, designed to defraud and betray. Dramatized
devils represent human scepticism that moralists and idealists dare not admit. They also
represent the terror of death, annihilation and inhuman eternity, which they understand better
than their prey. When these two force-fields are combined, there are new possibilities both of
horror and bitter comedy. In Adelbert von Chamisso’s An Attempt (1804), a Faust published after
Goethe’s Faust. A Fragment, the evil spirit induces despair in his Faust with the Kantian idea that
we cannot know reality. The Faust story comes from a Christian world in which the Lord forbade
the eating of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, and the Devil takes the souls of those who
sin through the intellect or the senses. It is still potent in a world where human beings have
become afraid, both of what human ingenuity can achieve, and of the limited ability of human
mind and moral orders to control those achievements responsibly.Goethe’s Faust came after a
vast number of popular and literary Fausts, and in turn gave rise to a whole new literature of
poetry and drama.1 Marlowe’s Faust, though written by an atheist, derives its power and terror
from the reality of the eternal damnation, which tortures both man and witty demon, against
which the drama is played out. The Faust figure goes back to the conjuring magus who really
tried to control spirits, and to times when men and women were burned for witchcraft and
blasphemy. The religious Faust comes from a world in which Luther saw the devil and threw his
inkpot at him. Goethe first met Faust, as a child, in the puppet plays, ‘which resounded and
hummed within me in many tonal variations.’2 The puppet plays combine slapstick farce with
magical illusions and conjuring in both senses. It is not insignificant that one of the greatest
puppeteers, Georg Geisselbrecht, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, finally gave up
playing Faust, out of some fear of the conjuration of devils and the opening of the Pit. He feared
for his own soul.3Goethe’s Faust begins by using this Nordic and medieval Gothic material, with
its Germanic background of dusty study, church and university, the essential nature of which, as
all critics have observed, is at odds with his own anti-Christian, rational, optimistic world-view. In
what becomes Faust, Part I, he introduces the tragic story of Gretchen, which is not part of the
older versions. He also – at the end of Part II – saves Faust, tricking Mephistopheles of the
fulfilment of his pact, or wager, through the intervention of some seductive boy cherubs. A saved
Faust deprives the original tale of much of its energy and power. Part II represents, as Schiller
said, a story which ‘runs, and must run, into the crass and shapeless’.4 In this giddy
phantasmagoria Faust and Mephisto make paper money for emperors, attend a classical
Walpurgis Night, call up a phantom Helen of Troy, and then bring her back in solid flesh from
Hades to bear Faust’s child, Euphorion, doomed and Byronic. Faust wins battles and rolls back
the sea to make new land. At the age of one hundred, blinded and accompanied by Care, he
finally asks the fleeting moment to stay, but is carried away by a heavenly choir. Part II represents
the other side, not only of Goethe, but of German art and thought – a dialogue with ancient
classicism and non-Christian mythologies.Schiller wrote that ‘We can never lose sight of the



contradictory double nature of humankind and the failed endeavour to unite the divine and the
physical in the human being’,5 and saw the work as a philosophical poem. If anything holds the
whole of the two parts of Faust together it is the power and diversity of the poetry, the range of
forms used, from medieval ballad to classical trimeter. That is one paradox. The other is that it is
held together by Goethe himself – it is not an autobiography, but is one of those great works of
literature into which a writer has been able to combine his ranging preoccupations and
understanding as he worked. Karl Eibl’s brilliant book on Faust has the splendid title Das
Monumentale Ich – ‘The Monumental “I”’. But the work isn’t self-regarding or an apologia for the
self. It is a man thinking and making images in extraordinary language. It is the work of a thinker
interested in government and theatre, astrology and alchemy, geology, morphology, colour
forms, charlatanism, sex of all kinds, and the stuff of life, mind and culture. Goethe is amazing.
Faust himself, in Goethe’s version, is frequently both tedious and curiously non-existent, the
puppet of the plot, of the God of the prologue, of Mephistopheles and of Goethe himself.A. C.
Bradley remarked that after Hamlet Shakespeare never again attempted to make an intelligent
tragic hero. Hamlet is a thinker who cannot bring himself to act. His utterance of his inner life in
his soliloquies is the intense point of his drama, which is so long because it nevertheless does
contain action and tragedy. Shakespeare’s other tragic heroes are soldiers and men of action,
trapped by events and other people and their own weaknesses. Faust’s traditional sin is
‘curiosity’ – the desire for knowledge, including the knowledge of good and evil, Adam’s sin. The
Faust story is the tale of the damnation of thinking men. It is an irony that Goethe’s thinking Faust
thinks best at the beginning, when he rewrites the opening of the Gospel of St John – ‘In the
beginning was the Word’, as ‘In the beginning was the Deed’ (1224, 1237), for this Faust does
very little except talk, and the action of the drama (apart from Gretchen’s tragedy) is not
dramatic. It is diffuse and symbolic. It is a commonplace of dramatic criticism that the Romantic
poets wrote bad plays because the kind of things they wanted to say were best conveyed in
monologues, or dramatic monologues – the true conflict was between parts of an argument, or a
world-view, or a psychic tension. It is, so to speak, theatre in the head. Wordsworth and
Coleridge, Tennyson and Browning wrote plays in which people described their feelings, rather
than acting and being acted upon. Faust is drama in the head in the sense that it appeals most
to one reader, staging its scenes and savouring its words inside his or her own head. There have
been triumphant stage productions, but it is a daunting project. Nevertheless, it does not
resemble British Romantic verse drama, because its author was interested in, and involved with,
theatres. He was Director of the Weimar Court Theatre, and the theatrical, earthly Prelude to
Faust displays a comic wisdom about the conflicting priorities of poet, director, comic actor and
audience.In Goethe’s novel Wilhelm Meister’s Theatrical Mission (an early version of Wilhelm
Meister’s Apprentice Years), Wilhelm Meister sets out to use the theatre as a means of moral
and social cultivation, possibly as a way to give the Germans a unified cultural life. There is room
on the stage for those whose days are normally spent getting and spending to present
themselves as thinking and passionate beings – to ‘appear’ and to ‘be’.6 Faust had some of its



origins in Goethe’s interest in the staged illusions of Mozart’s Magic Flute. The young Goethe
was interested in puppets and marionettes. Part of the peculiar quality of the form of the two
parts of Faust is the way they transmogrify and shape-shift, operating at all levels, from the
magic lantern and conjuring trick (Mephistopheles in Auerbach’s tavern, Mephistopheles
conjuring up the forms of Helen and Paris as a court entertainment, the phantasmagoria, both
verbal and visual, of both Walpurgis Nights) to the tortured inner debate of Faust’s first
speeches, the dramatic directness of Gretchen and her world, and the cosmological anxieties
and yearnings of the bottled homunculus made by Wagner in Part II. The work isn’t psychic
allegory partly because it is so much about illusion and showmanship.I agree with those critics,
including David Constantine in his Introduction, who see Faust as not ultimately unified or
coherent as a work. It flies apart, it pulls apart, it starts too many flights, and does not end them,
or cohere. But one of the ways in which to think about the kind of unity it does have is to think
about the women in it, Gretchen in Part I and Helen in Part II, and the patterns of language and
action in which they are constructed. Their opposition is a kind of unity. And they are both part of
an idea of the female, das Ewig-Weibliche, which underlies the work, representing both human
origins and the object of desire.Helen of Troy, phantom or revenant, is a more ancient and more
essential figure from the old Faust legend than the latecomer, Gretchen. She is the beautiful
human body as power – ‘Is this the face that launched a thousand ships/ And burned the topless
towers of Ilium?’ She is Platonic Beauty, desired alongside wisdom and knowledge. She is, as
the object of bodily, sexual desire, the ultimate attainment, to die for, to lose one’s soul for. In
Greek mythology she is given to Paris by Aphrodite, in reward for the Apple of Discord. In Greek
legend and myth she already shows a propensity to appear as a wraith, or a simulacrum –
according to one version the ‘real’ Helen spent the long years of the Trojan War in Egypt, whilst
Paris slept with an eidolon, a puppet. In the old Faust legends and plays she sometimes gives
Faust a son, Justus Faustus. She is the perfect Face Faust sees in the Witch’s Kitchen, for
whose sake he is rejuvenated by magic. In Part II of Goethe’s Faust she is conjured twice, once
for the Emperor, and once when Mephistopheles, disguised as Phorkyas, a female Fate in the
form of a hag with one eye and one fang, brings her and her chorus of handmaids back from the
Underworld to be rescued by Faust and to join him in a medieval German castle. The first
conjuring, for the Emperor, is Mephistophelean trickery – the figures disappear when desired
and touched. The second brings with it Greek tragedy – Helen, confused and distraught,
supposes she is returning to Menelaus’ house, where she is to prepare for her own sacrifice.
Faust ‘rescues’ her with magic. As a woman this Helen is wonderfully human and real, a
beautiful woman and a princess, aware of the unsought effects of her excess of beauty. She
bears Faust a son, Euphorion, who hubristically tries to fly like Phaethon and destroys himself –
at which point she again becomes a wraith and returns to Hades, leaving only her clothing. The
Greek tragedy is gripping; Faust’s (successful) attempts to teach her to speak medieval rhyming
verse are funny and moving; Euphorion is ludicrous and dramatically bathetic, and the whole
episode is a thorough attempt to see and hear the classical world that is vanished – which ends



in a sense of its vanishing.The Gretchen of Part I, on the contrary, is a Christian character in a
Christian story, taking place in a world where salvation and damnation are real, more real than
human acts. It is not a love story. Faust’s inclination for the innocent girl is casual and lustful. She
is seduced by jewels and fine manners and a kiss. Her innocent fault leads to the death of her
mother and brother, and to her brother’s curse. It leads also to infanticide, and condemnation by
cruel human law to a theatrical execution. The events are terrible, but the power of Goethe’s
rendering is in the simplicity of the language. Gretchen would not be Gretchen without the songs
she sings, the rhythms she thinks in, and the quite different rhythms of the Church Faust causes
her to doubt and disobey. Her first wonderful song, ‘There was a king in Thule’ (2759), combines
the idea of some Nordic extreme with the powerfully simple idea of a love longer and deeper
than life, with the ‘holy’ golden goblet hurled into the water. It is the essence of the ballad and of
the values that went with it. The shuttling, hurrying repetitive rhythm of ‘Meine Ruh ist hin’7 both
reinforces and destabilizes the world of poetic simplicity. And the sinful Gretchen, in the scene
before the Mater Dolorosa and in the cathedral with the Evil Spirit, faces the full blast of the
Christian terror that never catches up with this Faust. She sees the Queen of Heaven with a
sword in her heart, contemplating her dead Son. In the cathedral she is taunted by the Evil Spirit
with the image of the gaping grave and the flames of hell, to the terrible music of the Dies Irae,
the Day of Wrath, a measured apocalyptic vision that drowns her small voice and her
consciousness. What follows for Gretchen is child murder and madness. She is the human
opposite of the Virgin Mary with her dead Son, though she asks to be buried with her
slaughtered child on her breast, and Goethe has made it clear that she is naturally motherly, with
her tales of caring for her little sister who died. Goethe in Italy rejected the suffering visions of
painted martyrdoms. Gretchen lives and dies in a world that believes in them.The two Walpurgis
Nights are tours de force of wild rhythms, orchestrated appearances and disappearances of
real, unreal, imagined and shape-shifting creatures, human, inhuman and the two combined.
Both at one level represent the flux of chaos out of which forms come to be – and both have their
own sexual atmosphere, one derived from medieval witchcraft and wickedness, one from serene
classical voluptuousness – which makes Mephistopheles, a creature of the Christian cosmos,
socially and morally anxious. Goethe at one point intended to end the Witches’ Sabbath with the
sexual embrace of witches and goat-formed Satan. The classical Walpurgis Night is inhabited by
sphinxes, sirens and many other innocent, earthy and watery creatures, including the wise
centaur, Chiron. The dramatic placing of the scene on the Brocken in the Harz Mountains in
Faust, Part I is crucial to our feeling for the play. It comes between the killing of Valentine and the
discovery of Gretchen’s crime and fate, and is the one place in the drama where we feel that
Faust is carried away and truly tempted by the forces of darkness – most of all by their speed
and rush and variety.At the end of his time on the Brocken Faust sees a pale, heavy-footed child
who resembles Gretchen. Mephistopheles makes busy efforts to distract him, telling him that
what he sees is ‘a magic image, an idol, not alive’ (4190) – something he adds angrily, that will
turn men to stone, like the Medusa. Faust continues to stare at the dead eyes, the breast, and



finally the red ribbon – no wider than a knifeblade – round her neck (like the ribbons flaunted by
the aristos in the French Terror). Mephisto continues to hector – ‘Fool easily misled, that is the
magic art’ (4199). This vision of a damned ghost of the not-yet dead is the nearest Goethe’s
Faust comes either to damnation or repentance. It does also bear some resemblance to the
eidolon of Helen, the vanishing wraith. Between this scene and the dramatic horror of Gretchen’s
dungeon comes a very theatrical Intermezzo, a dream of the Golden Wedding of Oberon and
Titania, including a stage manager, a dancing master, Puck, Ariel and a Will-o’-the-Wisp. Unreal
stuff, formal unreal stuff, which has an odd effect on our apprehension of the unreal stuff of
ghosts, spectres, apparitions and Medusas. ‘Glamour’ in English is a word for fairy illusion
covering a bleak reality. Goethe understands glamour. It is Ariel who leads the choir of spirits
who soothe Faust’s consciousness at the opening of Part II after the tragedy.Gretchen kills
Faust’s child. His child by Helen destroys his life with her, by overweening. I think there is a third
child, the magical homunculus made of fire and earth in a flask by Wagner, Faust’s servant
(though he was earlier projected to be made by Faust himself). The homunculus, who does not
issue from the union of man and woman, is wise and funny, and vanishes when he breaks his
glass and is dissolved in the sea surrounding the chariot of the beautiful Galatea – thus joining
earth and fire to air and water. I think the homunculus is in part a theatrical image for the work of
art itself – not a Black Art, not a deception, but a forming of something human in miniature which
holds together for a time and then is reabsorbed into the primeval flux. His death is a birth,
whereas Gretchen’s child, and Helen’s, are born to die. The fact that Faust does not make the
delightful homunculus adds to our sense that he doesn’t do anything, is only acted upon.
Wagner made the little creature with Faust’s original materials and in his old study.Helen,
Gretchen, the witches of the kitchen and the Brocken come together in the concept of the
Eternal Female, who appears as the Mater Gloriosa at the end of Part II, amongst a singing choir
of angels, anchorites and repentant women sinners, including one ‘once called
Gretchen’ (12069) who pleads for Faust. Nobody much likes this scene, which hovers on the rim
of the absurd. The best we can do is to connect it to the earlier mysterious scene where Faust
has to travel under the earth to the Mothers in order to find the key which will help him release
Helen. Faust is terrified of the idea, of the word itself. Mephistopheles describes them deep
down (or high up, it is all the same), making and unmaking the images of all creatures. ‘They do
not see you, they see only patterns’ (6290). The final Chorus Mysticus in Part II tells us that all
that passes is only a semblance, that what is incomplete here becomes actual, that what cannot
be described is here enacted – as the Eternal Female draws us onwards. Women, the female,
give birth to forms from formlessness, they make shadows – including the shadows and actors of
Prospero’s speech, who vanish into thin air – into real acts and real things. This in turn takes us
back to Faust questioning the nature of reality and illusion in his study at the beginning of Part
I.What do modern readers – especially non-Germans – make of Faust today? It has always been
a difficult play for the English – though it was popular amongst American transcendentalists.
Even those who responded to Gretchen’s tragedy in Part I have been baffled and sometimes



repelled by the exuberance, shocking shifts of tone, learned references and Protean
ungraspability of Part II. Nobody much likes Faust himself, and very few think his belief in
‘striving’ ought to have been sufficient to save him. Goethe’s failure to punish him for the death of
Gretchen – indeed his failure to punish him for anything – leaves readers with a primitive
dissatisfaction, to put it mildly.Two fairly recent accounts of Faust today are illuminating in
different ways, and seem at first sight to be contradictory. Harold Bloom, in The Western Canon,
calls Faust ‘the most grotesque and unassimilable of major Western poems in dramatic form’. He
asks, ‘What makes so strange a poem permanent and universal?’, and answers himself that it is
the ‘mythopoeic’ counterpoint of Faust, Part II which he compares to, and sets above, Blake’s
Prophetic Books, and includes in his canon. At the beginning of his provocative and exciting
essay he says that ‘Of all the strongest Western writers, Goethe now seems the least available
to our sensibility.’ He goes on to make the wise point that, ‘though he stands at the true
beginning of imaginative literature in German, Goethe is, from a Western perspective, an end
rather than a beginning.’8 He sees a direct line from Homer to Goethe; literature changes with
the advent of the modern world. In some sense Goethe’s power sums up both the classical and
the Christian traditions before the French Revolution. He is not part of our world.Franco Moretti,
on the other hand, sees Faust as part of a new genre which he calls ‘Modern Epic’, a category
containing indisputably great and important books which nevertheless have rebarbative and
difficult aspects, are hard to read and describe, and are sometimes incomplete, put together by
bricoleurs (as described by Claude Lévi-Strauss). These works include Moby-Dick, Ulysses,
Ezra Pound’s Cantos, Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude. They are books
with pantechnicon forms, that grow by accretion or collecting. Goethe, Moretti maintains, began
by choosing Faust as a tragic hero, and went on to realize that Mephistopheles was the principal
character in a new, ironic, protean form. Bloom’s version and Moretti’s are not mutually exclusive
– they both recognize something dynamic and unachieved and excessive in the text. For an
Anglo-Saxon reader to have any real sense of what the work is, it must be translated into good
poetry. This is one of the most daunting challenges to any translator, and David Constantine has
met it with the requisite energy and plainness, subtlety, lyricism and wit.Man and demon
continued their conversation after Goethe. German poets and playwrights produced many more
Fausts. The operas by Charles Gounod, Arrigo Boito and Hector Berlioz were followed by Faust,
a Rock Opera. Goethe’s Faust was the beginning of Russian interest in the story, and was
translated by, among others, Boris Pasternak. I think of two Russian texts when I think of the
afterlife of Faust – the terrifying and brilliant dialogue between Ivan Karamazov and the Devil in
The Brothers Karamazov, and Mikhail Bulgakov’s phantasmagoric and furiously energetic
masterpiece, The Master and Margarita (finished in 1938).In Bulgakov’s novel, Voland (one of
the names of the Faustian Mephisto) and accompanying demons and black cat rampage
through Moscow, in scenes that include an infernal ball and a theatrical conjuring with paper
money and vanishing goods. Margarita (Gretchen, Margarethe) becomes a witch and, among
other acts, prays for the remission of the punishment of a child-murdering girl. The epigraph to



the novel is Mephisto’s self-description from Faust:FAUSTSo then, who are you?MEPHISTOA
part of the power whoWills evil always but always works the good.This Voland suggests that the
existence of Evil is an inescapable part of the existence of Good. ‘What would your good do if
evil did not exist, and what would the earth look like if shadows disappeared from it?’The devil
who visits Ivan Karamazov also quotes Goethe. Ivan is a Faust figure in that he is intellectually
arrogant and questions both the divine and the human order. He believes and doesn’t believe
that his devil is a part of himself, a hallucination split off and visible. The devil appears as a
sordid and vulgar ‘lackey’ or ‘flunkey’, and is both ingratiating and morally riddling. ‘But, dear
Lord, I don’t claim to be your equal in intellect. Mephistopheles, when he appeared to Faust,
introduced himself as one who desired evil but did only good. Well, that’s as he pleases, but I’m
quite the opposite. I’m perhaps the only man in the universe who loves truth and sincerely
desires good.’9 This devil desires to save Ivan’s soul in order to claim it, and mocks Ivan’s idea
that humanity will be innocent and blessed once the idea of God is destroyed. Ivan is the author
of the story of the Grand Inquisitor, and his devil further mocks him by claiming that his art – his
iconoclastic passionate stories – is the devil’s own work. This devil is the continuing presence of
the religious sense – however equivocal and tricksy – in the consciousness of a rational
atheist.The German Faust is re-embodied in Thomas Mann’s great and witty and appalling
Doctor Faustus (1947). This is, as Erich Heller observed, in one sense an ‘unwriting’ of Goethe’s
Faust.10 It is the story of another curious overweener, Adrian Leverkühn (‘to live audaciously’),
whose pact with the devil makes him able to compose great music, but condemns him to die,
like Nietzsche who is one of his models, in a syphilitic disintegration and mindlessness.
Leverkühn also resembles Ivan Karamazov, and holds a long dialogue which is a parody of
Ivan’s with that other sleazy, casuistical devil. This devil has the quality, reminiscent of Dante’s
Lucifer, of creating an absolutely icy atmosphere around him. He is freezing to resist the flames,
he says. Leverkühn’s story is more a parody of the Faustbuch (first published in 1587) than of
Goethe, and ends with his collapse into madness before a gathering of friends, where he
announces to them that he is eternally damned. The music he writes is both German and
Faustian, moving from lyrics through the oratorio for puppets, based on the Gesta Romanorum,
and the ‘Apocalypse with Figures’, based on Dürer’s woodcuts of the Last Judgement, to his
final triumph, ‘The Lamentation of Dr Faustus’. The narrator of the ‘biography’, Serenus
Zeitblom, a liberal humanist, begins his tale on 27 May 1943 (the day Thomas Mann began to
write the novel) and records the fall of the corrupt and ‘Satanic’ Nazi empire in comments
interpolated through his account of the collapse of Leverkühn in the First World War. In this
novel, Germany is Faust, and is inviting damnation. ‘Our “thousand-year” history, refuted,
reduced ad absurdum, weighed in the balance and found unblest, turns out to be a road leading
nowhere, or rather into despair, an unexampled bankruptcy, a descensus Averno lighted by the
dance of roaring flames.’11 (Both empire and the historical bankruptcy with its heaps of
meaningless paper money are facts which recall the fictions of Faust.)Goethe’s Faust is saved
because of his energy and striving. Mann’s Faust is damned, though there is a shiver of



equivocation – he can say, like the Faust of the Faustbuch, ‘I die a good and a bad Christian.’
Zeitblom can see a hope for his Germany, as ‘clung round by demons, a hand over one eye, with
the other staring into horrors, down she flings from despair to despair.’12 The descensus Averno
is from Aeneas’ descent to the Underworld in Virgil’s Aeneid – from where he returns living, as
does Dante from the Inferno. Mann uses Dante’s invocation to his Muse13 as an epigraph to his
novel, and this too is a glimmer of hope. The Faust story, a tale of a compromise with the forces
of destruction and mockery in pursuit of knowledge, of art, of wisdom, is still a story to conjure
with.A. S. ByattNOTES1 See David Constantine’s Introduction for some historical details.2
Goethe, Poetry and Truth, Part II, Book 10.3 Elizabeth M. Butler, The Fortunes of Faust
(Pennsylvania University Press, 1952; reprinted Sutton Press, 1998).4 See The Writing of
Faust, Schiller to Goethe, 23 June 1797.5 Ibid.6 T. J. Reed, Goethe (Oxford University
Press, 1984).7 ‘I have no peace’, see ‘Gretchen’s Room’, 3374.8 Harold Bloom, The
Western Canon (Papermac, 1995), chapter 9.9 Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov,
chapter 9.10 Erich Heller, The Ironic German (Secker and Warburg, 1958), chapter 7.11
Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus, chapter 43.12 Ibid., final paragraph.13 Dante, Inferno,
Canto 2, lines 1–9.Chronology1749 28 August, Johann Wolfgang Goethe born into a well-to-do
family in Frankfurt am Main.1752–65 Goethe privately educated. He has tutors in French,
Hebrew, Italian, English. His early reading: the poetry of Klopstock, Homer in translation, the
Bible, French classical dramatists.1755 Lisbon Earthquake.1756–63 Seven Years War.1765–8
At the University of Leipzig reading Law and a good deal else. Friendships and love affairs
(Käthchen Schönkopf), many poems in rococo style, his first comedies. First readings of
Shakespeare.1768 8 June, Winckelmann, historian and enthusiastic apologist of Classical art,
murdered in Trieste. August 1768–March 1770, Goethe mostly at home in Frankfurt, often ill.
Interest in alchemy, association with Pietists.1770–71 Student in Strasbourg; in love with
Friederike Brion; friendship with Herder; who directed him to folksongs and ballads, reading
Shakespeare, Ossian, Homer. The breakthrough into his own poetic voice. In Frankfurt and
Wetzlar. The first version of Götz von Berlichingen, a drama in ‘Shakespearian’ style, written in
six weeks. Some legal, more literary activity. He writes the first of poems of his Sturm und
Drang.1771 14 January, execution of Susanna Brandt for infanticide.1772–5 (possibly even
earlier) First phase of work on Faust.1774 He writes and publishes his epistolatory novel
Werther. Götz staged in Berlin. Vast success of Werther.1775 In love with Lili Schönemann,
engagement to her. Journey to Switzerland. His drama Egmont begun. Invited to Weimar, to
enter the service of Duke Karl August. Breaks off his engagement. November, arrives in Weimar
and meets Charlotte von Stein.1776 Herder moves to Weimar. Goethe becomes a servant of the
State. Interest in the silver mines in Ilmenau; beginnings of his geological studies.1776–86
Increasingly engaged in duties of the State (ennobled 1782); journeys on business and for
pleasure to the Harz Mountains, Berlin, Switzerland; involvement with Charlotte von Stein; work
for the Weimar Court Theatre; scientific studies. Many poems, work on the novel Wilhelm
Meister, the plays Iphigenie auf Tauris and Tasso. Things unfinished, frustration and a feeling of



confinement.1786 September, flight to Italy. 29 October, arrives in Rome.1786–8 In Italy: Rome,
Naples, Sicily, Rome. Lives among artists; studies to become one. The making of his classicism.
Iphigenie recast in verse. Egmont finished. Further work on Tasso and Faust.1788–90 Second
phase of work on Faust.1788 18 June, back in Weimar. Released from most of his State duties.
12 July, begins living with Christiane Vulpius. September, the first of the Roman Elegies, which,
in classical style, celebrate love and Rome; work on Tasso.1789 French Revolution. Tasso
completed. 25 December, birth of a son, August, their only surviving child.1790 March–June,
second Italian journey (Venice) a disappointment. Publication of Faust. A Fragment.1791
Becomes Director of the Weimar Court Theatre.1792 Goethe at the Battle of Valmy, with Duke
Karl August, on the side of the Prussians against the Revolutionary armies of France.1793 21
January, execution of Louis XVI. May–July, again with Karl August and the Prussians, at the
Siege of Mainz.1794 Beginning of friendship and correspondence with Schiller.1795 Roman
Elegies published; they give offence.1796 The verse epic Hermann und Dorothea, the novel
Wilhelm Meister’s Apprentice Years.1797 Ballads, with Schiller. In Switzerland again.1797–1801
Most of the third phase of work on Faust.1798–9 Poems in classical metres (including the
unfinished epic Achilleis).1799 Schiller moves to Weimar.1800–1805 Poems; a great deal of
scientific work.1805 Death of Schiller. Goethe ill, withdrawn, depressed.1806 14 October, Battle
of Jena, defeat of the Prussians; French troops in Weimar. 19 October, Goethe marries
Christiane Vulpius.1807–9 Relationship with Minna Herzlieb; the novel Elective Affinities; work
on Wilhelm Meister’s Years of Travel, which is the continuation of the Apprentice Years. Begins
work on the autobiography, Poetry and Truth. Received by Napoleon; awarded the Cross of the
Legion of Honour.1808 Faust, Part I published.1812 Goethe meets Beethoven. The French
retreat from Moscow.1814–18 Relationship with Marianne von Willemer; poems of the West-
Eastern Divan, an abundant collection.1815 Battle of Waterloo.1816 6 June, death of
Christiane.1816–17 Publication of the Italian Journey, from notes, diaries and letters of 1786–
8.1821 Wilhelm Meister’s Years of Travel published.1823–4 In love with Ulrike von Levetzow; the
poems of Trilogy of Passion. From 1823, conversations with Johann Peter Eckermann, who will
publish them after Goethe’s death.1825–31 Continues work on Faust, Part II.1832 22 March,
death of Goethe. Faust, Part II published posthumously.IntroductionGoethe did not read
Christopher Marlowe’s Tragical History of Doctor Faustus until 1818, ten years after he had
published his own Faust, Part I, and then only in a German translation; but by a curious route
and in a strange guise Marlowe had visited him much earlier. Faust, the literary figure, had a
shadowy historical forebear, around 1500, in one Georg Faust, a wandering charlatan with a line
in horoscopes and magic, who came, it seems, to a sticky end. The fantastic tales then attaching
themselves to his name were published in a chapbook, the Historia von D. Johann Fausten, in
Frankfurt in 1587 and frequently republished, in varying editions, till the eighteenth century. The
first extant English translation dates from 1592 and carries the glorious title: The Historie of the
Damnable Life, and Deserved Death of Doctor John Faustus, newly imprinted, and in convenient
places imperfect matter amended: according to the true copie printed at Franckfort, and



translated into English by P.F., gent. This, or some lost and perhaps only manuscript version of it,
was the source Marlowe used for his play, the first dramatization of the subject and the
foundation of its importance in European literature. Exported to England in a chapbook, Faust
returned to Germany in a crude version of Marlowe’s drama, through the agency of English
actors who toured the country during the seventeenth century. From them he passed into the
repertoire of the native puppet-theatre, and it was there, in childhood, that Goethe first
encountered him.Faust accompanied Goethe throughout his life. As a literary project, which is to
say as a bundle of papers, he travelled with Goethe and always occupied some corner of his
house. He was a presence who, though for long periods dormant, could always be summoned
up or might intrude. Goethe first conceived the play in the early 1770s, in his own early twenties,
and published Part I more than thirty years later; but he must not be thought of as working at or
being preoccupied with the project intensely and sustainedly throughout that time. His work on
Faust was quite unlike Joyce’s seven years on Ulysses, seventeen on Finnegan’s Wake, or
Proust’s twelve on A la recherche du temps perdu. Instead, and very characteristically, he took
up the project when friends or circumstances or his own needs, or a combination of all three,
drove him to it; and then let it lie again.Work on Faust, Part I went forward in three distinct
phases: 1772–5, 1788–90 and 1797–1801 (and 1806). Since the author in each phase, though
still the same biographical entity, was a very different being, changing accordingly towards his
subject, we must look at the writing and the circumstances of each phase in turn.Goethe was to
a large extent both the chief maker and best representative of the successive periods of
mainstream German literature in his lifetime; and writers after him suffered under the anxiety of
his influence. So his work in the early 1770s, including that on Faust, not only falls within, it
actually constitutes the period known in German as Sturm und Drang (Storm and Stress). The
hallmark of that period, which had its last and perhaps most characteristic expression in
Schiller’s The Robbers (1782), was the rebelliousness of young men against a society which
had no room or role for their energies and talents. They had little political impact, but
revolutionized their native literature. Goethe, always chief among them, outgrew the phase and
looked without sympathy on others still struggling in it. In the lyric, after a rather blasé beginning
in the old rococo tradition, he broke through into what Keats, fifty years later (in a letter to J. H.
Reynolds, 21 September 1819), would call ‘the true voice of feeling’, poems in his own right, out
of his own lived circumstances; but also, directed by the preacher and literary critic Johann
Gottfried Herder, five years his senior, he listened to and appropriated the true popular voice, in
ballads and folksongs. In drama, high on Shakespeare, he dramatized the story of Götz von
Berlichingen of the Iron Hand, a sixteenth-century robber knight in whom he saw his own energy
and self-assertiveness. In the novel, he created in Werther the very type of the sentimental tragic
hero. In the three genres – lyric, dramatic, epic – Goethe did work that was at once very
heterogeneous and of a piece; and his Faust is characteristic of that context.Marlowe discerned
through the fog of the legend a figure whom he could take seriously as one engaged on a
dangerous and forbidden course, a man of his own bent and times; Goethe was similarly



attracted. He had a pantheon of such heroes: Götz, from the same century; Prometheus;
Mahomet; figures like great rivers (a favourite image), carving out courses of their own. In the
case of Faust (and Götz), Goethe seems to have proceeded rather as Marlowe did, by
dramatizing an existent chronicle. He read a Faust chapbook of 1725.But Goethe’s work on
Faust either at once or very soon included another strand which, at that stage, he could follow
through more thoroughly and consequentially than he could the story of Faust himself. This was
the Gretchen tragedy. I shall say more on the joining of Faust and Gretchen later. Here it is
enough to indicate that in her story Goethe had the stuff of ballads and his treatment of it was
very ballad-like.Of the two materials, Faust and Gretchen, the young Goethe composed a
substantial fragmentary drama. That version, known as the Urfaust, was not discovered and
published until 1887. It had survived in a manuscript made by Luise von Göchhausen, a lady-in-
waiting at the court of Duke Karl August, in Weimar. Settling there in 1775, Goethe had read
aloud from his Faust papers; she borrowed them and, with or without his knowledge, made a
copy.Urfaust is of great importance in the history of German literature. Published in 1887 it
belongs, by its date of composition, at the start of the alternative line in German drama, the
‘open’ or ‘neo-Shakespearean’ line, which, deriving from the English Elizabethans, runs through
Sturm und Drang (Goethe’s own Götz and dramas by J. M. R. Lenz) to Georg Büchner, his
Danton’s Death (1835) but more particularly his Woyzeck (written 1836–7), also fragmentary
and not published till 1879. That is the tradition Bertolt Brecht attached himself to, in opposition
to the line dominantly established by the classical Goethe and Schiller. The fragmentariness of
Urfaust and Woyzeck; their dramatization of a chronicle or contemporary event; their way of
telling a story in intensely realized, rather disconnectedly juxtaposed single scenes (like the
stanzas of a ballad); their potent use of songs: all these elements were taken up by Brecht into
the theory and practice of his Epic Theatre.In September 1786, by now aged thirty-seven and
after nearly eleven years in Weimar, Goethe fled to Italy, telling nobody, not even his employer
Karl August nor his friend and intimate confidante Charlotte von Stein, until, writing from Rome,
he could present them with a fait accompli. His flight, which Karl August soon generously
sanctioned, was his necessary bid for the recovery of himself as a poet. He had become, he
feared, more courtier and functionary than poet; and his relationship with Charlotte, at first a
productive force in his poetic life, now only stifled him. He took with him to Italy bundles of his
writings, the Faust papers included, to prepare them (the already published and the
unpublished) for a proposed Collected Works. But even this project seemed to him, initially at
least, like the laying of a sepulchral lid on his achievements to date, rather than any new
beginning. He almost shared the view of his contemporaries, that, as a writer, he was finished
and had only to gather in what he had already done. All that changed in Italy. Again and again he
speaks of the experience there as one of rebirth, of the rediscovery of his essential self and its
vast extension into the vitally new. His taking up Faust again should be seen in that context, as
an act of reconnection with his best, most energetic, most poetic self, and its pushing forward,
into the new. He returned to Faust as part of the return to himself, though fifteen years on he was



much changed. He was, he wrote, restored to the level of his former existence, and there felt fit
to deal with Faust again. He was his old self, but vitally engaged in a great shift and
metamorphosis too. When he took out the Faust papers, already yellowed and dog-eared, such
a jumble, they seemed to him like the chronicle of a previous age, so that his return to them was,
he said, akin to his first steeping himself in the remote historical period of Faust himself. That
moment is very characteristic of Goethe: at once a reconnection, a feeling his way back into and
recovery of a former stratum, the best, his youthfulness, his old energy; all that and a decisive
moving forward; a truthful saying yes to what he always had been, still was and was becoming. In
that strange scene the ‘Witch’s Kitchen’, composed, incongruously enough, in the garden of the
Villa Borghese in Rome, Faust is shown an archetypal image of female beauty, into the proper
appreciation of which Goethe himself, released from Frau von Stein, was just beginning to be
inducted, by a young woman in Rome. Back in Weimar then, determined to go his own way, he
took up with the beautiful and socially unacceptable Christiane Vulpius, had her home to live
with him as his – till 1806 – unmarried wife, and wrote for her and because of her the twenty-four
classical poems of the Roman Elegies, beautifully, gloriously giving offence to the hidebound
Christian ‘morality’ of his day.Still, in this second phase of work, Goethe was unable to finish
Faust; ‘the great lacuna’ (between lines 605 and 1860); in which Mephistopheles and Faust were
to meet and their relationship was to be determined, still could not be filled; and Goethe
resigned himself to publishing the strange amalgam of his early and later endeavours as Faust.
A Fragment in 1790, in Volume 7 of the Collected Works.It was seven years before Goethe
returned to Faust. The agent then was Schiller. At the start of their friendship, in 1794, Schiller
had prompted him towards the work, calling it ‘the torso of Hercules’, after a famous broken
statue to be seen in Rome, and urging him to complete it. But Goethe resisted, saying, ‘I don’t
dare untie the package in which he is imprisoned.’ Then in June 1797, in a restless state, he
summoned up the necessary courage. The poem ‘Dedication’, written in that month, aptly
conveys his sense of being almost helplessly delivered up to both a visitation and an obligation.
Once begun, he worked hard at it, engaging Schiller, on the theoretical level at least, in an active
collaboration. Their exchanges were part of their ongoing reflection in these years on the nature
and function of the arts in society. While Goethe struggled with Faust, Schiller was producing his
own great drama Wallenstein, encouraged in this by Goethe. But Schiller was through and
through a tragic dramatist, which Goethe was not. Their differences, at this time of close and
competitive collaboration, are very apparent in the work each produced.FAUST, PART IJOHANN
WOLFGANG VON GOETHE was born in Frankfurt-am-Main in 1749. He studied in Leipzig,
where he showed interest in the occult, and in Strasbourg, where Herder introduced him to
Shakespeare’s works and to folk poetry. He produced some essays and lyrical verse, and at
twenty-four wrote Goetz von Berlichingen, a play which brought him national fame and
established him in the current Sturm und Drang movement. Werther, a tragic romance, was an
even greater success. Goethe began work on Faust, and Egmont, another tragedy, before being
invited to join the government at Weimar. His interest in the classical world led him to leave



suddenly for Italy in 1786, and the Italian Journey recounts his travels there. Iphigenie auf Tauris
and Torquato Tasso, classical dramas, were begun at this time. Returning to Weimar, Goethe
started the second part of Faust, encouraged by Schiller. During this late period he finished the
series of Wilhelm Meister books and wrote many other works, including The West-Eastern Divan
and Elective Affinities. He also directed the State Theatre and worked on scientific theories in
evolutionary botany, anatomy and colour. Goethe was married in 1806. He finished Faust before
he died in 1832.DAVID CONSTANTINE was born in 1944 in Salford, Lancashire. He read
modern languages at Wadham College, Oxford; he wrote a D. Phil. there on the poetry of
Friedrich Hölderlin. From 1969 to 1981 he was Lecturer then Senior Lecturer in German at the
University of Durham, and from 1981 to 2000 was Fellow in German at the Queen’s College,
Oxford. He is now visiting Professor in the School of English, University of Liverpool. From
January to May 2004 he was Distinguished Visiting Professor in the Department of German,
University of Rutgers, New Jersey. He lives in Oxford, working as a freelance writer and
translator. He has published half a dozen volumes of poetry, most recently Collected Poems, all
with Bloodaxe Books. He is a translator of Hölderlin, Goethe, Kleist and Brecht. He was the
literary editor of Oxford Magazine and is now joint editor (with Helen Constantine) of Modern
Poetry in Translation.A. S. BYATT was born in 1936 and educated in York and at Newnham
College, Cambridge, of which she is now an Honorary Fellow. She taught English at University
College, London, from 1972 to 1983. She appears regularly on radio and television, and writes
academic articles and literary journalism both in England and abroad. Her fiction includes The
Shadow of the Sun; The Game; The Virgin in the Garden; Still Life; Sugar and Other Stories;
Possession, winner of the 1990 Booker Prize and the 1990 Irish Times/Aer Lingus International
Fiction Prize; the novella Angels and Insects; The Matisse Stories; The Djinn in the Nightingale’s
Eye, a collection of fairy stories; Babel Tower; Elementals: Stories of Fire and Ice; The
Biographer’s Tale; A Whistling Woman and The Little Black Book of Stories. Her work has been
translated into 28 languages. Her critical work includes Degrees of Freedom: The Early Novels
of Iris Murdoch, Unruly Times (on Wordsworth and Coleridge) and, with the psychoanalyst Ignês
Sodré, Imagining Characters: Six Conversations About Women Writers. Passions of the Mind, a
collection of critical essays, appeared in 1991; a new collection, On Histories and Stories,
appeared in 2000; Portraits in Fiction, a study of the relationship between painting and the novel,
and (ed.) Selected Essays, Poems and Other Writings, by George Eliot, in 2001. She was
appointed DBE in 1999.FAUST, PART IJOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE was born in
Frankfurt-am-Main in 1749. He studied in Leipzig, where he showed interest in the occult, and in
Strasbourg, where Herder introduced him to Shakespeare’s works and to folk poetry. He
produced some essays and lyrical verse, and at twenty-four wrote Goetz von Berlichingen, a
play which brought him national fame and established him in the current Sturm und Drang
movement. Werther, a tragic romance, was an even greater success. Goethe began work on
Faust, and Egmont, another tragedy, before being invited to join the government at Weimar. His
interest in the classical world led him to leave suddenly for Italy in 1786, and the Italian Journey
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9ContentsPrefaceChronologyIntroductionTranslator’s NoteThe Writing of FaustFurther
ReadingFAUST, PART INotesContentsPrefaceChronologyIntroductionTranslator’s NoteThe
Writing of FaustFurther ReadingFAUST, PART INotesPrefaceFaust is one of the magnetic figures
in Western culture. We use his fate to plot our thoughts about human nature and destiny, along
with Don Juan, Hamlet, Don Quixote, Peer Gynt, Captain Ahab, Wagner’s Wotan, Balzac’s
Vautrin and Ulysses. These are all male figures who are what Marlowe called ‘overweeners’.
They are clever and passionate, their intellects are restless, they want too much (whatever that
is). They resist apparent order – the two ‘good’ men in the list, Quixote and Hamlet, see more
things in heaven and earth than the common man, and are destroyed partly by their own



imaginations. Most of the rest make pacts with dubious or evil forces, from Satan to modern
capitalism, and are corrupted and destroyed. They ally themselves with tricksters, manipulators
and demons. They take on aspects of each other’s tales – Faust mixes with Don Juan; Peer Gynt
is trickster, entrepreneur and fool; Vautrin is Satan, Faust and Mephistopheles.Faust and
Mephistopheles are also part of a string of paired characters – master and servant, wise man
and fool, man and demon – whose dialogue represents (in part) the struggle in one mind
between scepticism and idealism, self-seeking and altruism, honour and cynicism. Falstaff is
Prince Henry’s comic demon, descended from the Vice in the mystery plays. Diderot’s amoral
Jacques le Fataliste is both a servant and the voice of nihilism. Kafka brilliantly reversed the
relationship by writing a parable in which Don Quixote is Sancho Panza’s demon, who is
deflected from destroying the ‘free and responsible’ Sancho by a diet of chivalric fantasy, leading
to a comic madness which ‘harmed nobody’. In literary dialogues between man and devil, from
Marlowe to Thomas Mann and Mikhail Bulgakov, the devil has the best lines, and most of the
human wit. This goes deeper than the simple dramatization of seductive charms, designed to
defraud and betray. Dramatized devils represent human scepticism that moralists and idealists
dare not admit. They also represent the terror of death, annihilation and inhuman eternity, which
they understand better than their prey. When these two force-fields are combined, there are new
possibilities both of horror and bitter comedy. In Adelbert von Chamisso’s An Attempt (1804), a
Faust published after Goethe’s Faust. A Fragment, the evil spirit induces despair in his Faust
with the Kantian idea that we cannot know reality. The Faust story comes from a Christian world
in which the Lord forbade the eating of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, and the Devil
takes the souls of those who sin through the intellect or the senses. It is still potent in a world
where human beings have become afraid, both of what human ingenuity can achieve, and of the
limited ability of human mind and moral orders to control those achievements
responsibly.Goethe’s Faust came after a vast number of popular and literary Fausts, and in turn
gave rise to a whole new literature of poetry and drama.1 Marlowe’s Faust, though written by an
atheist, derives its power and terror from the reality of the eternal damnation, which tortures both
man and witty demon, against which the drama is played out. The Faust figure goes back to the
conjuring magus who really tried to control spirits, and to times when men and women were
burned for witchcraft and blasphemy. The religious Faust comes from a world in which Luther
saw the devil and threw his inkpot at him. Goethe first met Faust, as a child, in the puppet plays,
‘which resounded and hummed within me in many tonal variations.’2 The puppet plays combine
slapstick farce with magical illusions and conjuring in both senses. It is not insignificant that one
of the greatest puppeteers, Georg Geisselbrecht, at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
finally gave up playing Faust, out of some fear of the conjuration of devils and the opening of the
Pit. He feared for his own soul.3Goethe’s Faust begins by using this Nordic and medieval Gothic
material, with its Germanic background of dusty study, church and university, the essential
nature of which, as all critics have observed, is at odds with his own anti-Christian, rational,
optimistic world-view. In what becomes Faust, Part I, he introduces the tragic story of Gretchen,



which is not part of the older versions. He also – at the end of Part II – saves Faust, tricking
Mephistopheles of the fulfilment of his pact, or wager, through the intervention of some
seductive boy cherubs. A saved Faust deprives the original tale of much of its energy and power.
Part II represents, as Schiller said, a story which ‘runs, and must run, into the crass and
shapeless’.4 In this giddy phantasmagoria Faust and Mephisto make paper money for
emperors, attend a classical Walpurgis Night, call up a phantom Helen of Troy, and then bring
her back in solid flesh from Hades to bear Faust’s child, Euphorion, doomed and Byronic. Faust
wins battles and rolls back the sea to make new land. At the age of one hundred, blinded and
accompanied by Care, he finally asks the fleeting moment to stay, but is carried away by a
heavenly choir. Part II represents the other side, not only of Goethe, but of German art and
thought – a dialogue with ancient classicism and non-Christian mythologies.Schiller wrote that
‘We can never lose sight of the contradictory double nature of humankind and the failed
endeavour to unite the divine and the physical in the human being’,5 and saw the work as a
philosophical poem. If anything holds the whole of the two parts of Faust together it is the power
and diversity of the poetry, the range of forms used, from medieval ballad to classical trimeter.
That is one paradox. The other is that it is held together by Goethe himself – it is not an
autobiography, but is one of those great works of literature into which a writer has been able to
combine his ranging preoccupations and understanding as he worked. Karl Eibl’s brilliant book
on Faust has the splendid title Das Monumentale Ich – ‘The Monumental “I”’. But the work isn’t
self-regarding or an apologia for the self. It is a man thinking and making images in extraordinary
language. It is the work of a thinker interested in government and theatre, astrology and alchemy,
geology, morphology, colour forms, charlatanism, sex of all kinds, and the stuff of life, mind and
culture. Goethe is amazing. Faust himself, in Goethe’s version, is frequently both tedious and
curiously non-existent, the puppet of the plot, of the God of the prologue, of Mephistopheles and
of Goethe himself.A. C. Bradley remarked that after Hamlet Shakespeare never again attempted
to make an intelligent tragic hero. Hamlet is a thinker who cannot bring himself to act. His
utterance of his inner life in his soliloquies is the intense point of his drama, which is so long
because it nevertheless does contain action and tragedy. Shakespeare’s other tragic heroes are
soldiers and men of action, trapped by events and other people and their own weaknesses.
Faust’s traditional sin is ‘curiosity’ – the desire for knowledge, including the knowledge of good
and evil, Adam’s sin. The Faust story is the tale of the damnation of thinking men. It is an irony
that Goethe’s thinking Faust thinks best at the beginning, when he rewrites the opening of the
Gospel of St John – ‘In the beginning was the Word’, as ‘In the beginning was the Deed’ (1224,
1237), for this Faust does very little except talk, and the action of the drama (apart from
Gretchen’s tragedy) is not dramatic. It is diffuse and symbolic. It is a commonplace of dramatic
criticism that the Romantic poets wrote bad plays because the kind of things they wanted to say
were best conveyed in monologues, or dramatic monologues – the true conflict was between
parts of an argument, or a world-view, or a psychic tension. It is, so to speak, theatre in the head.
Wordsworth and Coleridge, Tennyson and Browning wrote plays in which people described their



feelings, rather than acting and being acted upon. Faust is drama in the head in the sense that it
appeals most to one reader, staging its scenes and savouring its words inside his or her own
head. There have been triumphant stage productions, but it is a daunting project. Nevertheless,
it does not resemble British Romantic verse drama, because its author was interested in, and
involved with, theatres. He was Director of the Weimar Court Theatre, and the theatrical, earthly
Prelude to Faust displays a comic wisdom about the conflicting priorities of poet, director, comic
actor and audience.In Goethe’s novel Wilhelm Meister’s Theatrical Mission (an early version of
Wilhelm Meister’s Apprentice Years), Wilhelm Meister sets out to use the theatre as a means of
moral and social cultivation, possibly as a way to give the Germans a unified cultural life. There
is room on the stage for those whose days are normally spent getting and spending to present
themselves as thinking and passionate beings – to ‘appear’ and to ‘be’.6 Faust had some of its
origins in Goethe’s interest in the staged illusions of Mozart’s Magic Flute. The young Goethe
was interested in puppets and marionettes. Part of the peculiar quality of the form of the two
parts of Faust is the way they transmogrify and shape-shift, operating at all levels, from the
magic lantern and conjuring trick (Mephistopheles in Auerbach’s tavern, Mephistopheles
conjuring up the forms of Helen and Paris as a court entertainment, the phantasmagoria, both
verbal and visual, of both Walpurgis Nights) to the tortured inner debate of Faust’s first
speeches, the dramatic directness of Gretchen and her world, and the cosmological anxieties
and yearnings of the bottled homunculus made by Wagner in Part II. The work isn’t psychic
allegory partly because it is so much about illusion and showmanship.I agree with those critics,
including David Constantine in his Introduction, who see Faust as not ultimately unified or
coherent as a work. It flies apart, it pulls apart, it starts too many flights, and does not end them,
or cohere. But one of the ways in which to think about the kind of unity it does have is to think
about the women in it, Gretchen in Part I and Helen in Part II, and the patterns of language and
action in which they are constructed. Their opposition is a kind of unity. And they are both part of
an idea of the female, das Ewig-Weibliche, which underlies the work, representing both human
origins and the object of desire.Helen of Troy, phantom or revenant, is a more ancient and more
essential figure from the old Faust legend than the latecomer, Gretchen. She is the beautiful
human body as power – ‘Is this the face that launched a thousand ships/ And burned the topless
towers of Ilium?’ She is Platonic Beauty, desired alongside wisdom and knowledge. She is, as
the object of bodily, sexual desire, the ultimate attainment, to die for, to lose one’s soul for. In
Greek mythology she is given to Paris by Aphrodite, in reward for the Apple of Discord. In Greek
legend and myth she already shows a propensity to appear as a wraith, or a simulacrum –
according to one version the ‘real’ Helen spent the long years of the Trojan War in Egypt, whilst
Paris slept with an eidolon, a puppet. In the old Faust legends and plays she sometimes gives
Faust a son, Justus Faustus. She is the perfect Face Faust sees in the Witch’s Kitchen, for
whose sake he is rejuvenated by magic. In Part II of Goethe’s Faust she is conjured twice, once
for the Emperor, and once when Mephistopheles, disguised as Phorkyas, a female Fate in the
form of a hag with one eye and one fang, brings her and her chorus of handmaids back from the



Underworld to be rescued by Faust and to join him in a medieval German castle. The first
conjuring, for the Emperor, is Mephistophelean trickery – the figures disappear when desired
and touched. The second brings with it Greek tragedy – Helen, confused and distraught,
supposes she is returning to Menelaus’ house, where she is to prepare for her own sacrifice.
Faust ‘rescues’ her with magic. As a woman this Helen is wonderfully human and real, a
beautiful woman and a princess, aware of the unsought effects of her excess of beauty. She
bears Faust a son, Euphorion, who hubristically tries to fly like Phaethon and destroys himself –
at which point she again becomes a wraith and returns to Hades, leaving only her clothing. The
Greek tragedy is gripping; Faust’s (successful) attempts to teach her to speak medieval rhyming
verse are funny and moving; Euphorion is ludicrous and dramatically bathetic, and the whole
episode is a thorough attempt to see and hear the classical world that is vanished – which ends
in a sense of its vanishing.The Gretchen of Part I, on the contrary, is a Christian character in a
Christian story, taking place in a world where salvation and damnation are real, more real than
human acts. It is not a love story. Faust’s inclination for the innocent girl is casual and lustful. She
is seduced by jewels and fine manners and a kiss. Her innocent fault leads to the death of her
mother and brother, and to her brother’s curse. It leads also to infanticide, and condemnation by
cruel human law to a theatrical execution. The events are terrible, but the power of Goethe’s
rendering is in the simplicity of the language. Gretchen would not be Gretchen without the songs
she sings, the rhythms she thinks in, and the quite different rhythms of the Church Faust causes
her to doubt and disobey. Her first wonderful song, ‘There was a king in Thule’ (2759), combines
the idea of some Nordic extreme with the powerfully simple idea of a love longer and deeper
than life, with the ‘holy’ golden goblet hurled into the water. It is the essence of the ballad and of
the values that went with it. The shuttling, hurrying repetitive rhythm of ‘Meine Ruh ist hin’7 both
reinforces and destabilizes the world of poetic simplicity. And the sinful Gretchen, in the scene
before the Mater Dolorosa and in the cathedral with the Evil Spirit, faces the full blast of the
Christian terror that never catches up with this Faust. She sees the Queen of Heaven with a
sword in her heart, contemplating her dead Son. In the cathedral she is taunted by the Evil Spirit
with the image of the gaping grave and the flames of hell, to the terrible music of the Dies Irae,
the Day of Wrath, a measured apocalyptic vision that drowns her small voice and her
consciousness. What follows for Gretchen is child murder and madness. She is the human
opposite of the Virgin Mary with her dead Son, though she asks to be buried with her
slaughtered child on her breast, and Goethe has made it clear that she is naturally motherly, with
her tales of caring for her little sister who died. Goethe in Italy rejected the suffering visions of
painted martyrdoms. Gretchen lives and dies in a world that believes in them.The two Walpurgis
Nights are tours de force of wild rhythms, orchestrated appearances and disappearances of
real, unreal, imagined and shape-shifting creatures, human, inhuman and the two combined.
Both at one level represent the flux of chaos out of which forms come to be – and both have their
own sexual atmosphere, one derived from medieval witchcraft and wickedness, one from serene
classical voluptuousness – which makes Mephistopheles, a creature of the Christian cosmos,



socially and morally anxious. Goethe at one point intended to end the Witches’ Sabbath with the
sexual embrace of witches and goat-formed Satan. The classical Walpurgis Night is inhabited by
sphinxes, sirens and many other innocent, earthy and watery creatures, including the wise
centaur, Chiron. The dramatic placing of the scene on the Brocken in the Harz Mountains in
Faust, Part I is crucial to our feeling for the play. It comes between the killing of Valentine and the
discovery of Gretchen’s crime and fate, and is the one place in the drama where we feel that
Faust is carried away and truly tempted by the forces of darkness – most of all by their speed
and rush and variety.At the end of his time on the Brocken Faust sees a pale, heavy-footed child
who resembles Gretchen. Mephistopheles makes busy efforts to distract him, telling him that
what he sees is ‘a magic image, an idol, not alive’ (4190) – something he adds angrily, that will
turn men to stone, like the Medusa. Faust continues to stare at the dead eyes, the breast, and
finally the red ribbon – no wider than a knifeblade – round her neck (like the ribbons flaunted by
the aristos in the French Terror). Mephisto continues to hector – ‘Fool easily misled, that is the
magic art’ (4199). This vision of a damned ghost of the not-yet dead is the nearest Goethe’s
Faust comes either to damnation or repentance. It does also bear some resemblance to the
eidolon of Helen, the vanishing wraith. Between this scene and the dramatic horror of Gretchen’s
dungeon comes a very theatrical Intermezzo, a dream of the Golden Wedding of Oberon and
Titania, including a stage manager, a dancing master, Puck, Ariel and a Will-o’-the-Wisp. Unreal
stuff, formal unreal stuff, which has an odd effect on our apprehension of the unreal stuff of
ghosts, spectres, apparitions and Medusas. ‘Glamour’ in English is a word for fairy illusion
covering a bleak reality. Goethe understands glamour. It is Ariel who leads the choir of spirits
who soothe Faust’s consciousness at the opening of Part II after the tragedy.Gretchen kills
Faust’s child. His child by Helen destroys his life with her, by overweening. I think there is a third
child, the magical homunculus made of fire and earth in a flask by Wagner, Faust’s servant
(though he was earlier projected to be made by Faust himself). The homunculus, who does not
issue from the union of man and woman, is wise and funny, and vanishes when he breaks his
glass and is dissolved in the sea surrounding the chariot of the beautiful Galatea – thus joining
earth and fire to air and water. I think the homunculus is in part a theatrical image for the work of
art itself – not a Black Art, not a deception, but a forming of something human in miniature which
holds together for a time and then is reabsorbed into the primeval flux. His death is a birth,
whereas Gretchen’s child, and Helen’s, are born to die. The fact that Faust does not make the
delightful homunculus adds to our sense that he doesn’t do anything, is only acted upon.
Wagner made the little creature with Faust’s original materials and in his old study.Helen,
Gretchen, the witches of the kitchen and the Brocken come together in the concept of the
Eternal Female, who appears as the Mater Gloriosa at the end of Part II, amongst a singing choir
of angels, anchorites and repentant women sinners, including one ‘once called
Gretchen’ (12069) who pleads for Faust. Nobody much likes this scene, which hovers on the rim
of the absurd. The best we can do is to connect it to the earlier mysterious scene where Faust
has to travel under the earth to the Mothers in order to find the key which will help him release



Helen. Faust is terrified of the idea, of the word itself. Mephistopheles describes them deep
down (or high up, it is all the same), making and unmaking the images of all creatures. ‘They do
not see you, they see only patterns’ (6290). The final Chorus Mysticus in Part II tells us that all
that passes is only a semblance, that what is incomplete here becomes actual, that what cannot
be described is here enacted – as the Eternal Female draws us onwards. Women, the female,
give birth to forms from formlessness, they make shadows – including the shadows and actors of
Prospero’s speech, who vanish into thin air – into real acts and real things. This in turn takes us
back to Faust questioning the nature of reality and illusion in his study at the beginning of Part
I.What do modern readers – especially non-Germans – make of Faust today? It has always been
a difficult play for the English – though it was popular amongst American transcendentalists.
Even those who responded to Gretchen’s tragedy in Part I have been baffled and sometimes
repelled by the exuberance, shocking shifts of tone, learned references and Protean
ungraspability of Part II. Nobody much likes Faust himself, and very few think his belief in
‘striving’ ought to have been sufficient to save him. Goethe’s failure to punish him for the death of
Gretchen – indeed his failure to punish him for anything – leaves readers with a primitive
dissatisfaction, to put it mildly.Two fairly recent accounts of Faust today are illuminating in
different ways, and seem at first sight to be contradictory. Harold Bloom, in The Western Canon,
calls Faust ‘the most grotesque and unassimilable of major Western poems in dramatic form’. He
asks, ‘What makes so strange a poem permanent and universal?’, and answers himself that it is
the ‘mythopoeic’ counterpoint of Faust, Part II which he compares to, and sets above, Blake’s
Prophetic Books, and includes in his canon. At the beginning of his provocative and exciting
essay he says that ‘Of all the strongest Western writers, Goethe now seems the least available
to our sensibility.’ He goes on to make the wise point that, ‘though he stands at the true
beginning of imaginative literature in German, Goethe is, from a Western perspective, an end
rather than a beginning.’8 He sees a direct line from Homer to Goethe; literature changes with
the advent of the modern world. In some sense Goethe’s power sums up both the classical and
the Christian traditions before the French Revolution. He is not part of our world.Franco Moretti,
on the other hand, sees Faust as part of a new genre which he calls ‘Modern Epic’, a category
containing indisputably great and important books which nevertheless have rebarbative and
difficult aspects, are hard to read and describe, and are sometimes incomplete, put together by
bricoleurs (as described by Claude Lévi-Strauss). These works include Moby-Dick, Ulysses,
Ezra Pound’s Cantos, Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude. They are books
with pantechnicon forms, that grow by accretion or collecting. Goethe, Moretti maintains, began
by choosing Faust as a tragic hero, and went on to realize that Mephistopheles was the principal
character in a new, ironic, protean form. Bloom’s version and Moretti’s are not mutually exclusive
– they both recognize something dynamic and unachieved and excessive in the text. For an
Anglo-Saxon reader to have any real sense of what the work is, it must be translated into good
poetry. This is one of the most daunting challenges to any translator, and David Constantine has
met it with the requisite energy and plainness, subtlety, lyricism and wit.Man and demon



continued their conversation after Goethe. German poets and playwrights produced many more
Fausts. The operas by Charles Gounod, Arrigo Boito and Hector Berlioz were followed by Faust,
a Rock Opera. Goethe’s Faust was the beginning of Russian interest in the story, and was
translated by, among others, Boris Pasternak. I think of two Russian texts when I think of the
afterlife of Faust – the terrifying and brilliant dialogue between Ivan Karamazov and the Devil in
The Brothers Karamazov, and Mikhail Bulgakov’s phantasmagoric and furiously energetic
masterpiece, The Master and Margarita (finished in 1938).In Bulgakov’s novel, Voland (one of
the names of the Faustian Mephisto) and accompanying demons and black cat rampage
through Moscow, in scenes that include an infernal ball and a theatrical conjuring with paper
money and vanishing goods. Margarita (Gretchen, Margarethe) becomes a witch and, among
other acts, prays for the remission of the punishment of a child-murdering girl. The epigraph to
the novel is Mephisto’s self-description from Faust:FAUSTSo then, who are you?MEPHISTOA
part of the power whoWills evil always but always works the good.This Voland suggests that the
existence of Evil is an inescapable part of the existence of Good. ‘What would your good do if
evil did not exist, and what would the earth look like if shadows disappeared from it?’The devil
who visits Ivan Karamazov also quotes Goethe. Ivan is a Faust figure in that he is intellectually
arrogant and questions both the divine and the human order. He believes and doesn’t believe
that his devil is a part of himself, a hallucination split off and visible. The devil appears as a
sordid and vulgar ‘lackey’ or ‘flunkey’, and is both ingratiating and morally riddling. ‘But, dear
Lord, I don’t claim to be your equal in intellect. Mephistopheles, when he appeared to Faust,
introduced himself as one who desired evil but did only good. Well, that’s as he pleases, but I’m
quite the opposite. I’m perhaps the only man in the universe who loves truth and sincerely
desires good.’9 This devil desires to save Ivan’s soul in order to claim it, and mocks Ivan’s idea
that humanity will be innocent and blessed once the idea of God is destroyed. Ivan is the author
of the story of the Grand Inquisitor, and his devil further mocks him by claiming that his art – his
iconoclastic passionate stories – is the devil’s own work. This devil is the continuing presence of
the religious sense – however equivocal and tricksy – in the consciousness of a rational
atheist.The German Faust is re-embodied in Thomas Mann’s great and witty and appalling
Doctor Faustus (1947). This is, as Erich Heller observed, in one sense an ‘unwriting’ of Goethe’s
Faust.10 It is the story of another curious overweener, Adrian Leverkühn (‘to live audaciously’),
whose pact with the devil makes him able to compose great music, but condemns him to die,
like Nietzsche who is one of his models, in a syphilitic disintegration and mindlessness.
Leverkühn also resembles Ivan Karamazov, and holds a long dialogue which is a parody of
Ivan’s with that other sleazy, casuistical devil. This devil has the quality, reminiscent of Dante’s
Lucifer, of creating an absolutely icy atmosphere around him. He is freezing to resist the flames,
he says. Leverkühn’s story is more a parody of the Faustbuch (first published in 1587) than of
Goethe, and ends with his collapse into madness before a gathering of friends, where he
announces to them that he is eternally damned. The music he writes is both German and
Faustian, moving from lyrics through the oratorio for puppets, based on the Gesta Romanorum,



and the ‘Apocalypse with Figures’, based on Dürer’s woodcuts of the Last Judgement, to his
final triumph, ‘The Lamentation of Dr Faustus’. The narrator of the ‘biography’, Serenus
Zeitblom, a liberal humanist, begins his tale on 27 May 1943 (the day Thomas Mann began to
write the novel) and records the fall of the corrupt and ‘Satanic’ Nazi empire in comments
interpolated through his account of the collapse of Leverkühn in the First World War. In this
novel, Germany is Faust, and is inviting damnation. ‘Our “thousand-year” history, refuted,
reduced ad absurdum, weighed in the balance and found unblest, turns out to be a road leading
nowhere, or rather into despair, an unexampled bankruptcy, a descensus Averno lighted by the
dance of roaring flames.’11 (Both empire and the historical bankruptcy with its heaps of
meaningless paper money are facts which recall the fictions of Faust.)Goethe’s Faust is saved
because of his energy and striving. Mann’s Faust is damned, though there is a shiver of
equivocation – he can say, like the Faust of the Faustbuch, ‘I die a good and a bad Christian.’
Zeitblom can see a hope for his Germany, as ‘clung round by demons, a hand over one eye, with
the other staring into horrors, down she flings from despair to despair.’12 The descensus Averno
is from Aeneas’ descent to the Underworld in Virgil’s Aeneid – from where he returns living, as
does Dante from the Inferno. Mann uses Dante’s invocation to his Muse13 as an epigraph to his
novel, and this too is a glimmer of hope. The Faust story, a tale of a compromise with the forces
of destruction and mockery in pursuit of knowledge, of art, of wisdom, is still a story to conjure
with.A. S. ByattNOTES1 See David Constantine’s Introduction for some historical details.2
Goethe, Poetry and Truth, Part II, Book 10.3 Elizabeth M. Butler, The Fortunes of Faust
(Pennsylvania University Press, 1952; reprinted Sutton Press, 1998).4 See The Writing of
Faust, Schiller to Goethe, 23 June 1797.5 Ibid.6 T. J. Reed, Goethe (Oxford University
Press, 1984).7 ‘I have no peace’, see ‘Gretchen’s Room’, 3374.8 Harold Bloom, The
Western Canon (Papermac, 1995), chapter 9.9 Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov,
chapter 9.10 Erich Heller, The Ironic German (Secker and Warburg, 1958), chapter 7.11
Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus, chapter 43.12 Ibid., final paragraph.13 Dante, Inferno,
Canto 2, lines 1–9.PrefaceFaust is one of the magnetic figures in Western culture. We use his
fate to plot our thoughts about human nature and destiny, along with Don Juan, Hamlet, Don
Quixote, Peer Gynt, Captain Ahab, Wagner’s Wotan, Balzac’s Vautrin and Ulysses. These are all
male figures who are what Marlowe called ‘overweeners’. They are clever and passionate, their
intellects are restless, they want too much (whatever that is). They resist apparent order – the
two ‘good’ men in the list, Quixote and Hamlet, see more things in heaven and earth than the
common man, and are destroyed partly by their own imaginations. Most of the rest make pacts
with dubious or evil forces, from Satan to modern capitalism, and are corrupted and destroyed.
They ally themselves with tricksters, manipulators and demons. They take on aspects of each
other’s tales – Faust mixes with Don Juan; Peer Gynt is trickster, entrepreneur and fool; Vautrin is
Satan, Faust and Mephistopheles.Faust and Mephistopheles are also part of a string of paired
characters – master and servant, wise man and fool, man and demon – whose dialogue
represents (in part) the struggle in one mind between scepticism and idealism, self-seeking and



altruism, honour and cynicism. Falstaff is Prince Henry’s comic demon, descended from the
Vice in the mystery plays. Diderot’s amoral Jacques le Fataliste is both a servant and the voice of
nihilism. Kafka brilliantly reversed the relationship by writing a parable in which Don Quixote is
Sancho Panza’s demon, who is deflected from destroying the ‘free and responsible’ Sancho by
a diet of chivalric fantasy, leading to a comic madness which ‘harmed nobody’. In literary
dialogues between man and devil, from Marlowe to Thomas Mann and Mikhail Bulgakov, the
devil has the best lines, and most of the human wit. This goes deeper than the simple
dramatization of seductive charms, designed to defraud and betray. Dramatized devils represent
human scepticism that moralists and idealists dare not admit. They also represent the terror of
death, annihilation and inhuman eternity, which they understand better than their prey. When
these two force-fields are combined, there are new possibilities both of horror and bitter comedy.
In Adelbert von Chamisso’s An Attempt (1804), a Faust published after Goethe’s Faust. A
Fragment, the evil spirit induces despair in his Faust with the Kantian idea that we cannot know
reality. The Faust story comes from a Christian world in which the Lord forbade the eating of the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, and the Devil takes the souls of those who sin through the
intellect or the senses. It is still potent in a world where human beings have become afraid, both
of what human ingenuity can achieve, and of the limited ability of human mind and moral orders
to control those achievements responsibly.Goethe’s Faust came after a vast number of popular
and literary Fausts, and in turn gave rise to a whole new literature of poetry and drama.1
Marlowe’s Faust, though written by an atheist, derives its power and terror from the reality of the
eternal damnation, which tortures both man and witty demon, against which the drama is played
out. The Faust figure goes back to the conjuring magus who really tried to control spirits, and to
times when men and women were burned for witchcraft and blasphemy. The religious Faust
comes from a world in which Luther saw the devil and threw his inkpot at him. Goethe first met
Faust, as a child, in the puppet plays, ‘which resounded and hummed within me in many tonal
variations.’2 The puppet plays combine slapstick farce with magical illusions and conjuring in
both senses. It is not insignificant that one of the greatest puppeteers, Georg Geisselbrecht, at
the beginning of the nineteenth century, finally gave up playing Faust, out of some fear of the
conjuration of devils and the opening of the Pit. He feared for his own soul.3Goethe’s Faust
begins by using this Nordic and medieval Gothic material, with its Germanic background of
dusty study, church and university, the essential nature of which, as all critics have observed, is
at odds with his own anti-Christian, rational, optimistic world-view. In what becomes Faust, Part I,
he introduces the tragic story of Gretchen, which is not part of the older versions. He also – at
the end of Part II – saves Faust, tricking Mephistopheles of the fulfilment of his pact, or wager,
through the intervention of some seductive boy cherubs. A saved Faust deprives the original tale
of much of its energy and power. Part II represents, as Schiller said, a story which ‘runs, and
must run, into the crass and shapeless’.4 In this giddy phantasmagoria Faust and Mephisto
make paper money for emperors, attend a classical Walpurgis Night, call up a phantom Helen of
Troy, and then bring her back in solid flesh from Hades to bear Faust’s child, Euphorion, doomed



and Byronic. Faust wins battles and rolls back the sea to make new land. At the age of one
hundred, blinded and accompanied by Care, he finally asks the fleeting moment to stay, but is
carried away by a heavenly choir. Part II represents the other side, not only of Goethe, but of
German art and thought – a dialogue with ancient classicism and non-Christian
mythologies.Schiller wrote that ‘We can never lose sight of the contradictory double nature of
humankind and the failed endeavour to unite the divine and the physical in the human being’,5
and saw the work as a philosophical poem. If anything holds the whole of the two parts of Faust
together it is the power and diversity of the poetry, the range of forms used, from medieval ballad
to classical trimeter. That is one paradox. The other is that it is held together by Goethe himself –
it is not an autobiography, but is one of those great works of literature into which a writer has
been able to combine his ranging preoccupations and understanding as he worked. Karl Eibl’s
brilliant book on Faust has the splendid title Das Monumentale Ich – ‘The Monumental “I”’. But
the work isn’t self-regarding or an apologia for the self. It is a man thinking and making images in
extraordinary language. It is the work of a thinker interested in government and theatre, astrology
and alchemy, geology, morphology, colour forms, charlatanism, sex of all kinds, and the stuff of
life, mind and culture. Goethe is amazing. Faust himself, in Goethe’s version, is frequently both
tedious and curiously non-existent, the puppet of the plot, of the God of the prologue, of
Mephistopheles and of Goethe himself.A. C. Bradley remarked that after Hamlet Shakespeare
never again attempted to make an intelligent tragic hero. Hamlet is a thinker who cannot bring
himself to act. His utterance of his inner life in his soliloquies is the intense point of his drama,
which is so long because it nevertheless does contain action and tragedy. Shakespeare’s other
tragic heroes are soldiers and men of action, trapped by events and other people and their own
weaknesses. Faust’s traditional sin is ‘curiosity’ – the desire for knowledge, including the
knowledge of good and evil, Adam’s sin. The Faust story is the tale of the damnation of thinking
men. It is an irony that Goethe’s thinking Faust thinks best at the beginning, when he rewrites the
opening of the Gospel of St John – ‘In the beginning was the Word’, as ‘In the beginning was the
Deed’ (1224, 1237), for this Faust does very little except talk, and the action of the drama (apart
from Gretchen’s tragedy) is not dramatic. It is diffuse and symbolic. It is a commonplace of
dramatic criticism that the Romantic poets wrote bad plays because the kind of things they
wanted to say were best conveyed in monologues, or dramatic monologues – the true conflict
was between parts of an argument, or a world-view, or a psychic tension. It is, so to speak,
theatre in the head. Wordsworth and Coleridge, Tennyson and Browning wrote plays in which
people described their feelings, rather than acting and being acted upon. Faust is drama in the
head in the sense that it appeals most to one reader, staging its scenes and savouring its words
inside his or her own head. There have been triumphant stage productions, but it is a daunting
project. Nevertheless, it does not resemble British Romantic verse drama, because its author
was interested in, and involved with, theatres. He was Director of the Weimar Court Theatre, and
the theatrical, earthly Prelude to Faust displays a comic wisdom about the conflicting priorities of
poet, director, comic actor and audience.In Goethe’s novel Wilhelm Meister’s Theatrical Mission



(an early version of Wilhelm Meister’s Apprentice Years), Wilhelm Meister sets out to use the
theatre as a means of moral and social cultivation, possibly as a way to give the Germans a
unified cultural life. There is room on the stage for those whose days are normally spent getting
and spending to present themselves as thinking and passionate beings – to ‘appear’ and to
‘be’.6 Faust had some of its origins in Goethe’s interest in the staged illusions of Mozart’s Magic
Flute. The young Goethe was interested in puppets and marionettes. Part of the peculiar quality
of the form of the two parts of Faust is the way they transmogrify and shape-shift, operating at all
levels, from the magic lantern and conjuring trick (Mephistopheles in Auerbach’s tavern,
Mephistopheles conjuring up the forms of Helen and Paris as a court entertainment, the
phantasmagoria, both verbal and visual, of both Walpurgis Nights) to the tortured inner debate
of Faust’s first speeches, the dramatic directness of Gretchen and her world, and the
cosmological anxieties and yearnings of the bottled homunculus made by Wagner in Part II. The
work isn’t psychic allegory partly because it is so much about illusion and showmanship.I agree
with those critics, including David Constantine in his Introduction, who see Faust as not
ultimately unified or coherent as a work. It flies apart, it pulls apart, it starts too many flights, and
does not end them, or cohere. But one of the ways in which to think about the kind of unity it
does have is to think about the women in it, Gretchen in Part I and Helen in Part II, and the
patterns of language and action in which they are constructed. Their opposition is a kind of unity.
And they are both part of an idea of the female, das Ewig-Weibliche, which underlies the work,
representing both human origins and the object of desire.Helen of Troy, phantom or revenant, is
a more ancient and more essential figure from the old Faust legend than the latecomer,
Gretchen. She is the beautiful human body as power – ‘Is this the face that launched a thousand
ships/ And burned the topless towers of Ilium?’ She is Platonic Beauty, desired alongside
wisdom and knowledge. She is, as the object of bodily, sexual desire, the ultimate attainment, to
die for, to lose one’s soul for. In Greek mythology she is given to Paris by Aphrodite, in reward for
the Apple of Discord. In Greek legend and myth she already shows a propensity to appear as a
wraith, or a simulacrum – according to one version the ‘real’ Helen spent the long years of the
Trojan War in Egypt, whilst Paris slept with an eidolon, a puppet. In the old Faust legends and
plays she sometimes gives Faust a son, Justus Faustus. She is the perfect Face Faust sees in
the Witch’s Kitchen, for whose sake he is rejuvenated by magic. In Part II of Goethe’s Faust she
is conjured twice, once for the Emperor, and once when Mephistopheles, disguised as
Phorkyas, a female Fate in the form of a hag with one eye and one fang, brings her and her
chorus of handmaids back from the Underworld to be rescued by Faust and to join him in a
medieval German castle. The first conjuring, for the Emperor, is Mephistophelean trickery – the
figures disappear when desired and touched. The second brings with it Greek tragedy – Helen,
confused and distraught, supposes she is returning to Menelaus’ house, where she is to prepare
for her own sacrifice. Faust ‘rescues’ her with magic. As a woman this Helen is wonderfully
human and real, a beautiful woman and a princess, aware of the unsought effects of her excess
of beauty. She bears Faust a son, Euphorion, who hubristically tries to fly like Phaethon and



destroys himself – at which point she again becomes a wraith and returns to Hades, leaving only
her clothing. The Greek tragedy is gripping; Faust’s (successful) attempts to teach her to speak
medieval rhyming verse are funny and moving; Euphorion is ludicrous and dramatically bathetic,
and the whole episode is a thorough attempt to see and hear the classical world that is vanished
– which ends in a sense of its vanishing.The Gretchen of Part I, on the contrary, is a Christian
character in a Christian story, taking place in a world where salvation and damnation are real,
more real than human acts. It is not a love story. Faust’s inclination for the innocent girl is casual
and lustful. She is seduced by jewels and fine manners and a kiss. Her innocent fault leads to
the death of her mother and brother, and to her brother’s curse. It leads also to infanticide, and
condemnation by cruel human law to a theatrical execution. The events are terrible, but the
power of Goethe’s rendering is in the simplicity of the language. Gretchen would not be
Gretchen without the songs she sings, the rhythms she thinks in, and the quite different rhythms
of the Church Faust causes her to doubt and disobey. Her first wonderful song, ‘There was a
king in Thule’ (2759), combines the idea of some Nordic extreme with the powerfully simple idea
of a love longer and deeper than life, with the ‘holy’ golden goblet hurled into the water. It is the
essence of the ballad and of the values that went with it. The shuttling, hurrying repetitive rhythm
of ‘Meine Ruh ist hin’7 both reinforces and destabilizes the world of poetic simplicity. And the
sinful Gretchen, in the scene before the Mater Dolorosa and in the cathedral with the Evil Spirit,
faces the full blast of the Christian terror that never catches up with this Faust. She sees the
Queen of Heaven with a sword in her heart, contemplating her dead Son. In the cathedral she is
taunted by the Evil Spirit with the image of the gaping grave and the flames of hell, to the terrible
music of the Dies Irae, the Day of Wrath, a measured apocalyptic vision that drowns her small
voice and her consciousness. What follows for Gretchen is child murder and madness. She is
the human opposite of the Virgin Mary with her dead Son, though she asks to be buried with her
slaughtered child on her breast, and Goethe has made it clear that she is naturally motherly, with
her tales of caring for her little sister who died. Goethe in Italy rejected the suffering visions of
painted martyrdoms. Gretchen lives and dies in a world that believes in them.The two Walpurgis
Nights are tours de force of wild rhythms, orchestrated appearances and disappearances of
real, unreal, imagined and shape-shifting creatures, human, inhuman and the two combined.
Both at one level represent the flux of chaos out of which forms come to be – and both have their
own sexual atmosphere, one derived from medieval witchcraft and wickedness, one from serene
classical voluptuousness – which makes Mephistopheles, a creature of the Christian cosmos,
socially and morally anxious. Goethe at one point intended to end the Witches’ Sabbath with the
sexual embrace of witches and goat-formed Satan. The classical Walpurgis Night is inhabited by
sphinxes, sirens and many other innocent, earthy and watery creatures, including the wise
centaur, Chiron. The dramatic placing of the scene on the Brocken in the Harz Mountains in
Faust, Part I is crucial to our feeling for the play. It comes between the killing of Valentine and the
discovery of Gretchen’s crime and fate, and is the one place in the drama where we feel that
Faust is carried away and truly tempted by the forces of darkness – most of all by their speed



and rush and variety.At the end of his time on the Brocken Faust sees a pale, heavy-footed child
who resembles Gretchen. Mephistopheles makes busy efforts to distract him, telling him that
what he sees is ‘a magic image, an idol, not alive’ (4190) – something he adds angrily, that will
turn men to stone, like the Medusa. Faust continues to stare at the dead eyes, the breast, and
finally the red ribbon – no wider than a knifeblade – round her neck (like the ribbons flaunted by
the aristos in the French Terror). Mephisto continues to hector – ‘Fool easily misled, that is the
magic art’ (4199). This vision of a damned ghost of the not-yet dead is the nearest Goethe’s
Faust comes either to damnation or repentance. It does also bear some resemblance to the
eidolon of Helen, the vanishing wraith. Between this scene and the dramatic horror of Gretchen’s
dungeon comes a very theatrical Intermezzo, a dream of the Golden Wedding of Oberon and
Titania, including a stage manager, a dancing master, Puck, Ariel and a Will-o’-the-Wisp. Unreal
stuff, formal unreal stuff, which has an odd effect on our apprehension of the unreal stuff of
ghosts, spectres, apparitions and Medusas. ‘Glamour’ in English is a word for fairy illusion
covering a bleak reality. Goethe understands glamour. It is Ariel who leads the choir of spirits
who soothe Faust’s consciousness at the opening of Part II after the tragedy.Gretchen kills
Faust’s child. His child by Helen destroys his life with her, by overweening. I think there is a third
child, the magical homunculus made of fire and earth in a flask by Wagner, Faust’s servant
(though he was earlier projected to be made by Faust himself). The homunculus, who does not
issue from the union of man and woman, is wise and funny, and vanishes when he breaks his
glass and is dissolved in the sea surrounding the chariot of the beautiful Galatea – thus joining
earth and fire to air and water. I think the homunculus is in part a theatrical image for the work of
art itself – not a Black Art, not a deception, but a forming of something human in miniature which
holds together for a time and then is reabsorbed into the primeval flux. His death is a birth,
whereas Gretchen’s child, and Helen’s, are born to die. The fact that Faust does not make the
delightful homunculus adds to our sense that he doesn’t do anything, is only acted upon.
Wagner made the little creature with Faust’s original materials and in his old study.Helen,
Gretchen, the witches of the kitchen and the Brocken come together in the concept of the
Eternal Female, who appears as the Mater Gloriosa at the end of Part II, amongst a singing choir
of angels, anchorites and repentant women sinners, including one ‘once called
Gretchen’ (12069) who pleads for Faust. Nobody much likes this scene, which hovers on the rim
of the absurd. The best we can do is to connect it to the earlier mysterious scene where Faust
has to travel under the earth to the Mothers in order to find the key which will help him release
Helen. Faust is terrified of the idea, of the word itself. Mephistopheles describes them deep
down (or high up, it is all the same), making and unmaking the images of all creatures. ‘They do
not see you, they see only patterns’ (6290). The final Chorus Mysticus in Part II tells us that all
that passes is only a semblance, that what is incomplete here becomes actual, that what cannot
be described is here enacted – as the Eternal Female draws us onwards. Women, the female,
give birth to forms from formlessness, they make shadows – including the shadows and actors of
Prospero’s speech, who vanish into thin air – into real acts and real things. This in turn takes us



back to Faust questioning the nature of reality and illusion in his study at the beginning of Part
I.What do modern readers – especially non-Germans – make of Faust today? It has always been
a difficult play for the English – though it was popular amongst American transcendentalists.
Even those who responded to Gretchen’s tragedy in Part I have been baffled and sometimes
repelled by the exuberance, shocking shifts of tone, learned references and Protean
ungraspability of Part II. Nobody much likes Faust himself, and very few think his belief in
‘striving’ ought to have been sufficient to save him. Goethe’s failure to punish him for the death of
Gretchen – indeed his failure to punish him for anything – leaves readers with a primitive
dissatisfaction, to put it mildly.Two fairly recent accounts of Faust today are illuminating in
different ways, and seem at first sight to be contradictory. Harold Bloom, in The Western Canon,
calls Faust ‘the most grotesque and unassimilable of major Western poems in dramatic form’. He
asks, ‘What makes so strange a poem permanent and universal?’, and answers himself that it is
the ‘mythopoeic’ counterpoint of Faust, Part II which he compares to, and sets above, Blake’s
Prophetic Books, and includes in his canon. At the beginning of his provocative and exciting
essay he says that ‘Of all the strongest Western writers, Goethe now seems the least available
to our sensibility.’ He goes on to make the wise point that, ‘though he stands at the true
beginning of imaginative literature in German, Goethe is, from a Western perspective, an end
rather than a beginning.’8 He sees a direct line from Homer to Goethe; literature changes with
the advent of the modern world. In some sense Goethe’s power sums up both the classical and
the Christian traditions before the French Revolution. He is not part of our world.Franco Moretti,
on the other hand, sees Faust as part of a new genre which he calls ‘Modern Epic’, a category
containing indisputably great and important books which nevertheless have rebarbative and
difficult aspects, are hard to read and describe, and are sometimes incomplete, put together by
bricoleurs (as described by Claude Lévi-Strauss). These works include Moby-Dick, Ulysses,
Ezra Pound’s Cantos, Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude. They are books
with pantechnicon forms, that grow by accretion or collecting. Goethe, Moretti maintains, began
by choosing Faust as a tragic hero, and went on to realize that Mephistopheles was the principal
character in a new, ironic, protean form. Bloom’s version and Moretti’s are not mutually exclusive
– they both recognize something dynamic and unachieved and excessive in the text. For an
Anglo-Saxon reader to have any real sense of what the work is, it must be translated into good
poetry. This is one of the most daunting challenges to any translator, and David Constantine has
met it with the requisite energy and plainness, subtlety, lyricism and wit.Man and demon
continued their conversation after Goethe. German poets and playwrights produced many more
Fausts. The operas by Charles Gounod, Arrigo Boito and Hector Berlioz were followed by Faust,
a Rock Opera. Goethe’s Faust was the beginning of Russian interest in the story, and was
translated by, among others, Boris Pasternak. I think of two Russian texts when I think of the
afterlife of Faust – the terrifying and brilliant dialogue between Ivan Karamazov and the Devil in
The Brothers Karamazov, and Mikhail Bulgakov’s phantasmagoric and furiously energetic
masterpiece, The Master and Margarita (finished in 1938).In Bulgakov’s novel, Voland (one of



the names of the Faustian Mephisto) and accompanying demons and black cat rampage
through Moscow, in scenes that include an infernal ball and a theatrical conjuring with paper
money and vanishing goods. Margarita (Gretchen, Margarethe) becomes a witch and, among
other acts, prays for the remission of the punishment of a child-murdering girl. The epigraph to
the novel is Mephisto’s self-description from Faust:FAUSTSo then, who are you?MEPHISTOA
part of the power whoWills evil always but always works the good.This Voland suggests that the
existence of Evil is an inescapable part of the existence of Good. ‘What would your good do if
evil did not exist, and what would the earth look like if shadows disappeared from it?’The devil
who visits Ivan Karamazov also quotes Goethe. Ivan is a Faust figure in that he is intellectually
arrogant and questions both the divine and the human order. He believes and doesn’t believe
that his devil is a part of himself, a hallucination split off and visible. The devil appears as a
sordid and vulgar ‘lackey’ or ‘flunkey’, and is both ingratiating and morally riddling. ‘But, dear
Lord, I don’t claim to be your equal in intellect. Mephistopheles, when he appeared to Faust,
introduced himself as one who desired evil but did only good. Well, that’s as he pleases, but I’m
quite the opposite. I’m perhaps the only man in the universe who loves truth and sincerely
desires good.’9 This devil desires to save Ivan’s soul in order to claim it, and mocks Ivan’s idea
that humanity will be innocent and blessed once the idea of God is destroyed. Ivan is the author
of the story of the Grand Inquisitor, and his devil further mocks him by claiming that his art – his
iconoclastic passionate stories – is the devil’s own work. This devil is the continuing presence of
the religious sense – however equivocal and tricksy – in the consciousness of a rational
atheist.The German Faust is re-embodied in Thomas Mann’s great and witty and appalling
Doctor Faustus (1947). This is, as Erich Heller observed, in one sense an ‘unwriting’ of Goethe’s
Faust.10 It is the story of another curious overweener, Adrian Leverkühn (‘to live audaciously’),
whose pact with the devil makes him able to compose great music, but condemns him to die,
like Nietzsche who is one of his models, in a syphilitic disintegration and mindlessness.
Leverkühn also resembles Ivan Karamazov, and holds a long dialogue which is a parody of
Ivan’s with that other sleazy, casuistical devil. This devil has the quality, reminiscent of Dante’s
Lucifer, of creating an absolutely icy atmosphere around him. He is freezing to resist the flames,
he says. Leverkühn’s story is more a parody of the Faustbuch (first published in 1587) than of
Goethe, and ends with his collapse into madness before a gathering of friends, where he
announces to them that he is eternally damned. The music he writes is both German and
Faustian, moving from lyrics through the oratorio for puppets, based on the Gesta Romanorum,
and the ‘Apocalypse with Figures’, based on Dürer’s woodcuts of the Last Judgement, to his
final triumph, ‘The Lamentation of Dr Faustus’. The narrator of the ‘biography’, Serenus
Zeitblom, a liberal humanist, begins his tale on 27 May 1943 (the day Thomas Mann began to
write the novel) and records the fall of the corrupt and ‘Satanic’ Nazi empire in comments
interpolated through his account of the collapse of Leverkühn in the First World War. In this
novel, Germany is Faust, and is inviting damnation. ‘Our “thousand-year” history, refuted,
reduced ad absurdum, weighed in the balance and found unblest, turns out to be a road leading



nowhere, or rather into despair, an unexampled bankruptcy, a descensus Averno lighted by the
dance of roaring flames.’11 (Both empire and the historical bankruptcy with its heaps of
meaningless paper money are facts which recall the fictions of Faust.)Goethe’s Faust is saved
because of his energy and striving. Mann’s Faust is damned, though there is a shiver of
equivocation – he can say, like the Faust of the Faustbuch, ‘I die a good and a bad Christian.’
Zeitblom can see a hope for his Germany, as ‘clung round by demons, a hand over one eye, with
the other staring into horrors, down she flings from despair to despair.’12 The descensus Averno
is from Aeneas’ descent to the Underworld in Virgil’s Aeneid – from where he returns living, as
does Dante from the Inferno. Mann uses Dante’s invocation to his Muse13 as an epigraph to his
novel, and this too is a glimmer of hope. The Faust story, a tale of a compromise with the forces
of destruction and mockery in pursuit of knowledge, of art, of wisdom, is still a story to conjure
with.A. S. ByattNOTES1 See David Constantine’s Introduction for some historical details.2
Goethe, Poetry and Truth, Part II, Book 10.3 Elizabeth M. Butler, The Fortunes of Faust
(Pennsylvania University Press, 1952; reprinted Sutton Press, 1998).4 See The Writing of
Faust, Schiller to Goethe, 23 June 1797.5 Ibid.6 T. J. Reed, Goethe (Oxford University
Press, 1984).7 ‘I have no peace’, see ‘Gretchen’s Room’, 3374.8 Harold Bloom, The
Western Canon (Papermac, 1995), chapter 9.9 Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov,
chapter 9.10 Erich Heller, The Ironic German (Secker and Warburg, 1958), chapter 7.11
Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus, chapter 43.12 Ibid., final paragraph.13 Dante, Inferno,
Canto 2, lines 1–9.Chronology1749 28 August, Johann Wolfgang Goethe born into a well-to-do
family in Frankfurt am Main.1752–65 Goethe privately educated. He has tutors in French,
Hebrew, Italian, English. His early reading: the poetry of Klopstock, Homer in translation, the
Bible, French classical dramatists.1755 Lisbon Earthquake.1756–63 Seven Years War.1765–8
At the University of Leipzig reading Law and a good deal else. Friendships and love affairs
(Käthchen Schönkopf), many poems in rococo style, his first comedies. First readings of
Shakespeare.1768 8 June, Winckelmann, historian and enthusiastic apologist of Classical art,
murdered in Trieste. August 1768–March 1770, Goethe mostly at home in Frankfurt, often ill.
Interest in alchemy, association with Pietists.1770–71 Student in Strasbourg; in love with
Friederike Brion; friendship with Herder; who directed him to folksongs and ballads, reading
Shakespeare, Ossian, Homer. The breakthrough into his own poetic voice. In Frankfurt and
Wetzlar. The first version of Götz von Berlichingen, a drama in ‘Shakespearian’ style, written in
six weeks. Some legal, more literary activity. He writes the first of poems of his Sturm und
Drang.1771 14 January, execution of Susanna Brandt for infanticide.1772–5 (possibly even
earlier) First phase of work on Faust.1774 He writes and publishes his epistolatory novel
Werther. Götz staged in Berlin. Vast success of Werther.1775 In love with Lili Schönemann,
engagement to her. Journey to Switzerland. His drama Egmont begun. Invited to Weimar, to
enter the service of Duke Karl August. Breaks off his engagement. November, arrives in Weimar
and meets Charlotte von Stein.1776 Herder moves to Weimar. Goethe becomes a servant of the
State. Interest in the silver mines in Ilmenau; beginnings of his geological studies.1776–86



Increasingly engaged in duties of the State (ennobled 1782); journeys on business and for
pleasure to the Harz Mountains, Berlin, Switzerland; involvement with Charlotte von Stein; work
for the Weimar Court Theatre; scientific studies. Many poems, work on the novel Wilhelm
Meister, the plays Iphigenie auf Tauris and Tasso. Things unfinished, frustration and a feeling of
confinement.1786 September, flight to Italy. 29 October, arrives in Rome.1786–8 In Italy: Rome,
Naples, Sicily, Rome. Lives among artists; studies to become one. The making of his classicism.
Iphigenie recast in verse. Egmont finished. Further work on Tasso and Faust.1788–90 Second
phase of work on Faust.1788 18 June, back in Weimar. Released from most of his State duties.
12 July, begins living with Christiane Vulpius. September, the first of the Roman Elegies, which,
in classical style, celebrate love and Rome; work on Tasso.1789 French Revolution. Tasso
completed. 25 December, birth of a son, August, their only surviving child.1790 March–June,
second Italian journey (Venice) a disappointment. Publication of Faust. A Fragment.1791
Becomes Director of the Weimar Court Theatre.1792 Goethe at the Battle of Valmy, with Duke
Karl August, on the side of the Prussians against the Revolutionary armies of France.1793 21
January, execution of Louis XVI. May–July, again with Karl August and the Prussians, at the
Siege of Mainz.1794 Beginning of friendship and correspondence with Schiller.1795 Roman
Elegies published; they give offence.1796 The verse epic Hermann und Dorothea, the novel
Wilhelm Meister’s Apprentice Years.1797 Ballads, with Schiller. In Switzerland again.1797–1801
Most of the third phase of work on Faust.1798–9 Poems in classical metres (including the
unfinished epic Achilleis).1799 Schiller moves to Weimar.1800–1805 Poems; a great deal of
scientific work.1805 Death of Schiller. Goethe ill, withdrawn, depressed.1806 14 October, Battle
of Jena, defeat of the Prussians; French troops in Weimar. 19 October, Goethe marries
Christiane Vulpius.1807–9 Relationship with Minna Herzlieb; the novel Elective Affinities; work
on Wilhelm Meister’s Years of Travel, which is the continuation of the Apprentice Years. Begins
work on the autobiography, Poetry and Truth. Received by Napoleon; awarded the Cross of the
Legion of Honour.1808 Faust, Part I published.1812 Goethe meets Beethoven. The French
retreat from Moscow.1814–18 Relationship with Marianne von Willemer; poems of the West-
Eastern Divan, an abundant collection.1815 Battle of Waterloo.1816 6 June, death of
Christiane.1816–17 Publication of the Italian Journey, from notes, diaries and letters of 1786–
8.1821 Wilhelm Meister’s Years of Travel published.1823–4 In love with Ulrike von Levetzow; the
poems of Trilogy of Passion. From 1823, conversations with Johann Peter Eckermann, who will
publish them after Goethe’s death.1825–31 Continues work on Faust, Part II.1832 22 March,
death of Goethe. Faust, Part II published posthumously.Chronology1749 28 August, Johann
Wolfgang Goethe born into a well-to-do family in Frankfurt am Main.1752–65 Goethe privately
educated. He has tutors in French, Hebrew, Italian, English. His early reading: the poetry of
Klopstock, Homer in translation, the Bible, French classical dramatists.1755 Lisbon
Earthquake.1756–63 Seven Years War.1765–8 At the University of Leipzig reading Law and a
good deal else. Friendships and love affairs (Käthchen Schönkopf), many poems in rococo style,
his first comedies. First readings of Shakespeare.1768 8 June, Winckelmann, historian and



enthusiastic apologist of Classical art, murdered in Trieste. August 1768–March 1770, Goethe
mostly at home in Frankfurt, often ill. Interest in alchemy, association with Pietists.1770–71
Student in Strasbourg; in love with Friederike Brion; friendship with Herder; who directed him to
folksongs and ballads, reading Shakespeare, Ossian, Homer. The breakthrough into his own
poetic voice. In Frankfurt and Wetzlar. The first version of Götz von Berlichingen, a drama in
‘Shakespearian’ style, written in six weeks. Some legal, more literary activity. He writes the first
of poems of his Sturm und Drang.1771 14 January, execution of Susanna Brandt for
infanticide.1772–5 (possibly even earlier) First phase of work on Faust.1774 He writes and
publishes his epistolatory novel Werther. Götz staged in Berlin. Vast success of Werther.1775 In
love with Lili Schönemann, engagement to her. Journey to Switzerland. His drama Egmont
begun. Invited to Weimar, to enter the service of Duke Karl August. Breaks off his engagement.
November, arrives in Weimar and meets Charlotte von Stein.1776 Herder moves to Weimar.
Goethe becomes a servant of the State. Interest in the silver mines in Ilmenau; beginnings of his
geological studies.1776–86 Increasingly engaged in duties of the State (ennobled 1782);
journeys on business and for pleasure to the Harz Mountains, Berlin, Switzerland; involvement
with Charlotte von Stein; work for the Weimar Court Theatre; scientific studies. Many poems,
work on the novel Wilhelm Meister, the plays Iphigenie auf Tauris and Tasso. Things unfinished,
frustration and a feeling of confinement.1786 September, flight to Italy. 29 October, arrives in
Rome.1786–8 In Italy: Rome, Naples, Sicily, Rome. Lives among artists; studies to become one.
The making of his classicism. Iphigenie recast in verse. Egmont finished. Further work on Tasso
and Faust.1788–90 Second phase of work on Faust.1788 18 June, back in Weimar. Released
from most of his State duties. 12 July, begins living with Christiane Vulpius. September, the first
of the Roman Elegies, which, in classical style, celebrate love and Rome; work on Tasso.1789
French Revolution. Tasso completed. 25 December, birth of a son, August, their only surviving
child.1790 March–June, second Italian journey (Venice) a disappointment. Publication of Faust.
A Fragment.1791 Becomes Director of the Weimar Court Theatre.1792 Goethe at the Battle of
Valmy, with Duke Karl August, on the side of the Prussians against the Revolutionary armies of
France.1793 21 January, execution of Louis XVI. May–July, again with Karl August and the
Prussians, at the Siege of Mainz.1794 Beginning of friendship and correspondence with
Schiller.1795 Roman Elegies published; they give offence.1796 The verse epic Hermann und
Dorothea, the novel Wilhelm Meister’s Apprentice Years.1797 Ballads, with Schiller. In
Switzerland again.1797–1801 Most of the third phase of work on Faust.1798–9 Poems in
classical metres (including the unfinished epic Achilleis).1799 Schiller moves to Weimar.1800–
1805 Poems; a great deal of scientific work.1805 Death of Schiller. Goethe ill, withdrawn,
depressed.1806 14 October, Battle of Jena, defeat of the Prussians; French troops in Weimar.
19 October, Goethe marries Christiane Vulpius.1807–9 Relationship with Minna Herzlieb; the
novel Elective Affinities; work on Wilhelm Meister’s Years of Travel, which is the continuation of
the Apprentice Years. Begins work on the autobiography, Poetry and Truth. Received by
Napoleon; awarded the Cross of the Legion of Honour.1808 Faust, Part I published.1812 Goethe



meets Beethoven. The French retreat from Moscow.1814–18 Relationship with Marianne von
Willemer; poems of the West-Eastern Divan, an abundant collection.1815 Battle of
Waterloo.1816 6 June, death of Christiane.1816–17 Publication of the Italian Journey, from
notes, diaries and letters of 1786–8.1821 Wilhelm Meister’s Years of Travel published.1823–4 In
love with Ulrike von Levetzow; the poems of Trilogy of Passion. From 1823, conversations with
Johann Peter Eckermann, who will publish them after Goethe’s death.1825–31 Continues work
on Faust, Part II.1832 22 March, death of Goethe. Faust, Part II published
posthumously.IntroductionGoethe did not read Christopher Marlowe’s Tragical History of Doctor
Faustus until 1818, ten years after he had published his own Faust, Part I, and then only in a
German translation; but by a curious route and in a strange guise Marlowe had visited him much
earlier. Faust, the literary figure, had a shadowy historical forebear, around 1500, in one Georg
Faust, a wandering charlatan with a line in horoscopes and magic, who came, it seems, to a
sticky end. The fantastic tales then attaching themselves to his name were published in a
chapbook, the Historia von D. Johann Fausten, in Frankfurt in 1587 and frequently republished,
in varying editions, till the eighteenth century. The first extant English translation dates from 1592
and carries the glorious title: The Historie of the Damnable Life, and Deserved Death of Doctor
John Faustus, newly imprinted, and in convenient places imperfect matter amended: according
to the true copie printed at Franckfort, and translated into English by P.F., gent. This, or some lost
and perhaps only manuscript version of it, was the source Marlowe used for his play, the first
dramatization of the subject and the foundation of its importance in European literature.
Exported to England in a chapbook, Faust returned to Germany in a crude version of Marlowe’s
drama, through the agency of English actors who toured the country during the seventeenth
century. From them he passed into the repertoire of the native puppet-theatre, and it was there,
in childhood, that Goethe first encountered him.Faust accompanied Goethe throughout his life.
As a literary project, which is to say as a bundle of papers, he travelled with Goethe and always
occupied some corner of his house. He was a presence who, though for long periods dormant,
could always be summoned up or might intrude. Goethe first conceived the play in the early
1770s, in his own early twenties, and published Part I more than thirty years later; but he must
not be thought of as working at or being preoccupied with the project intensely and sustainedly
throughout that time. His work on Faust was quite unlike Joyce’s seven years on Ulysses,
seventeen on Finnegan’s Wake, or Proust’s twelve on A la recherche du temps perdu. Instead,
and very characteristically, he took up the project when friends or circumstances or his own
needs, or a combination of all three, drove him to it; and then let it lie again.Work on Faust, Part I
went forward in three distinct phases: 1772–5, 1788–90 and 1797–1801 (and 1806). Since the
author in each phase, though still the same biographical entity, was a very different being,
changing accordingly towards his subject, we must look at the writing and the circumstances of
each phase in turn.Goethe was to a large extent both the chief maker and best representative of
the successive periods of mainstream German literature in his lifetime; and writers after him
suffered under the anxiety of his influence. So his work in the early 1770s, including that on



Faust, not only falls within, it actually constitutes the period known in German as Sturm und
Drang (Storm and Stress). The hallmark of that period, which had its last and perhaps most
characteristic expression in Schiller’s The Robbers (1782), was the rebelliousness of young men
against a society which had no room or role for their energies and talents. They had little political
impact, but revolutionized their native literature. Goethe, always chief among them, outgrew the
phase and looked without sympathy on others still struggling in it. In the lyric, after a rather blasé
beginning in the old rococo tradition, he broke through into what Keats, fifty years later (in a letter
to J. H. Reynolds, 21 September 1819), would call ‘the true voice of feeling’, poems in his own
right, out of his own lived circumstances; but also, directed by the preacher and literary critic
Johann Gottfried Herder, five years his senior, he listened to and appropriated the true popular
voice, in ballads and folksongs. In drama, high on Shakespeare, he dramatized the story of Götz
von Berlichingen of the Iron Hand, a sixteenth-century robber knight in whom he saw his own
energy and self-assertiveness. In the novel, he created in Werther the very type of the
sentimental tragic hero. In the three genres – lyric, dramatic, epic – Goethe did work that was at
once very heterogeneous and of a piece; and his Faust is characteristic of that context.Marlowe
discerned through the fog of the legend a figure whom he could take seriously as one engaged
on a dangerous and forbidden course, a man of his own bent and times; Goethe was similarly
attracted. He had a pantheon of such heroes: Götz, from the same century; Prometheus;
Mahomet; figures like great rivers (a favourite image), carving out courses of their own. In the
case of Faust (and Götz), Goethe seems to have proceeded rather as Marlowe did, by
dramatizing an existent chronicle. He read a Faust chapbook of 1725.But Goethe’s work on
Faust either at once or very soon included another strand which, at that stage, he could follow
through more thoroughly and consequentially than he could the story of Faust himself. This was
the Gretchen tragedy. I shall say more on the joining of Faust and Gretchen later. Here it is
enough to indicate that in her story Goethe had the stuff of ballads and his treatment of it was
very ballad-like.Of the two materials, Faust and Gretchen, the young Goethe composed a
substantial fragmentary drama. That version, known as the Urfaust, was not discovered and
published until 1887. It had survived in a manuscript made by Luise von Göchhausen, a lady-in-
waiting at the court of Duke Karl August, in Weimar. Settling there in 1775, Goethe had read
aloud from his Faust papers; she borrowed them and, with or without his knowledge, made a
copy.Urfaust is of great importance in the history of German literature. Published in 1887 it
belongs, by its date of composition, at the start of the alternative line in German drama, the
‘open’ or ‘neo-Shakespearean’ line, which, deriving from the English Elizabethans, runs through
Sturm und Drang (Goethe’s own Götz and dramas by J. M. R. Lenz) to Georg Büchner, his
Danton’s Death (1835) but more particularly his Woyzeck (written 1836–7), also fragmentary
and not published till 1879. That is the tradition Bertolt Brecht attached himself to, in opposition
to the line dominantly established by the classical Goethe and Schiller. The fragmentariness of
Urfaust and Woyzeck; their dramatization of a chronicle or contemporary event; their way of
telling a story in intensely realized, rather disconnectedly juxtaposed single scenes (like the



stanzas of a ballad); their potent use of songs: all these elements were taken up by Brecht into
the theory and practice of his Epic Theatre.In September 1786, by now aged thirty-seven and
after nearly eleven years in Weimar, Goethe fled to Italy, telling nobody, not even his employer
Karl August nor his friend and intimate confidante Charlotte von Stein, until, writing from Rome,
he could present them with a fait accompli. His flight, which Karl August soon generously
sanctioned, was his necessary bid for the recovery of himself as a poet. He had become, he
feared, more courtier and functionary than poet; and his relationship with Charlotte, at first a
productive force in his poetic life, now only stifled him. He took with him to Italy bundles of his
writings, the Faust papers included, to prepare them (the already published and the
unpublished) for a proposed Collected Works. But even this project seemed to him, initially at
least, like the laying of a sepulchral lid on his achievements to date, rather than any new
beginning. He almost shared the view of his contemporaries, that, as a writer, he was finished
and had only to gather in what he had already done. All that changed in Italy. Again and again he
speaks of the experience there as one of rebirth, of the rediscovery of his essential self and its
vast extension into the vitally new. His taking up Faust again should be seen in that context, as
an act of reconnection with his best, most energetic, most poetic self, and its pushing forward,
into the new. He returned to Faust as part of the return to himself, though fifteen years on he was
much changed. He was, he wrote, restored to the level of his former existence, and there felt fit
to deal with Faust again. He was his old self, but vitally engaged in a great shift and
metamorphosis too. When he took out the Faust papers, already yellowed and dog-eared, such
a jumble, they seemed to him like the chronicle of a previous age, so that his return to them was,
he said, akin to his first steeping himself in the remote historical period of Faust himself. That
moment is very characteristic of Goethe: at once a reconnection, a feeling his way back into and
recovery of a former stratum, the best, his youthfulness, his old energy; all that and a decisive
moving forward; a truthful saying yes to what he always had been, still was and was becoming. In
that strange scene the ‘Witch’s Kitchen’, composed, incongruously enough, in the garden of the
Villa Borghese in Rome, Faust is shown an archetypal image of female beauty, into the proper
appreciation of which Goethe himself, released from Frau von Stein, was just beginning to be
inducted, by a young woman in Rome. Back in Weimar then, determined to go his own way, he
took up with the beautiful and socially unacceptable Christiane Vulpius, had her home to live
with him as his – till 1806 – unmarried wife, and wrote for her and because of her the twenty-four
classical poems of the Roman Elegies, beautifully, gloriously giving offence to the hidebound
Christian ‘morality’ of his day.Still, in this second phase of work, Goethe was unable to finish
Faust; ‘the great lacuna’ (between lines 605 and 1860); in which Mephistopheles and Faust were
to meet and their relationship was to be determined, still could not be filled; and Goethe
resigned himself to publishing the strange amalgam of his early and later endeavours as Faust.
A Fragment in 1790, in Volume 7 of the Collected Works.It was seven years before Goethe
returned to Faust. The agent then was Schiller. At the start of their friendship, in 1794, Schiller
had prompted him towards the work, calling it ‘the torso of Hercules’, after a famous broken



statue to be seen in Rome, and urging him to complete it. But Goethe resisted, saying, ‘I don’t
dare untie the package in which he is imprisoned.’ Then in June 1797, in a restless state, he
summoned up the necessary courage. The poem ‘Dedication’, written in that month, aptly
conveys his sense of being almost helplessly delivered up to both a visitation and an obligation.
Once begun, he worked hard at it, engaging Schiller, on the theoretical level at least, in an active
collaboration. Their exchanges were part of their ongoing reflection in these years on the nature
and function of the arts in society. While Goethe struggled with Faust, Schiller was producing his
own great drama Wallenstein, encouraged in this by Goethe. But Schiller was through and
through a tragic dramatist, which Goethe was not. Their differences, at this time of close and
competitive collaboration, are very apparent in the work each produced.IntroductionGoethe did
not read Christopher Marlowe’s Tragical History of Doctor Faustus until 1818, ten years after he
had published his own Faust, Part I, and then only in a German translation; but by a curious
route and in a strange guise Marlowe had visited him much earlier. Faust, the literary figure, had
a shadowy historical forebear, around 1500, in one Georg Faust, a wandering charlatan with a
line in horoscopes and magic, who came, it seems, to a sticky end. The fantastic tales then
attaching themselves to his name were published in a chapbook, the Historia von D. Johann
Fausten, in Frankfurt in 1587 and frequently republished, in varying editions, till the eighteenth
century. The first extant English translation dates from 1592 and carries the glorious title: The
Historie of the Damnable Life, and Deserved Death of Doctor John Faustus, newly imprinted,
and in convenient places imperfect matter amended: according to the true copie printed at
Franckfort, and translated into English by P.F., gent. This, or some lost and perhaps only
manuscript version of it, was the source Marlowe used for his play, the first dramatization of the
subject and the foundation of its importance in European literature. Exported to England in a
chapbook, Faust returned to Germany in a crude version of Marlowe’s drama, through the
agency of English actors who toured the country during the seventeenth century. From them he
passed into the repertoire of the native puppet-theatre, and it was there, in childhood, that
Goethe first encountered him.Faust accompanied Goethe throughout his life. As a literary
project, which is to say as a bundle of papers, he travelled with Goethe and always occupied
some corner of his house. He was a presence who, though for long periods dormant, could
always be summoned up or might intrude. Goethe first conceived the play in the early 1770s, in
his own early twenties, and published Part I more than thirty years later; but he must not be
thought of as working at or being preoccupied with the project intensely and sustainedly
throughout that time. His work on Faust was quite unlike Joyce’s seven years on Ulysses,
seventeen on Finnegan’s Wake, or Proust’s twelve on A la recherche du temps perdu. Instead,
and very characteristically, he took up the project when friends or circumstances or his own
needs, or a combination of all three, drove him to it; and then let it lie again.Work on Faust, Part I
went forward in three distinct phases: 1772–5, 1788–90 and 1797–1801 (and 1806). Since the
author in each phase, though still the same biographical entity, was a very different being,
changing accordingly towards his subject, we must look at the writing and the circumstances of



each phase in turn.Goethe was to a large extent both the chief maker and best representative of
the successive periods of mainstream German literature in his lifetime; and writers after him
suffered under the anxiety of his influence. So his work in the early 1770s, including that on
Faust, not only falls within, it actually constitutes the period known in German as Sturm und
Drang (Storm and Stress). The hallmark of that period, which had its last and perhaps most
characteristic expression in Schiller’s The Robbers (1782), was the rebelliousness of young men
against a society which had no room or role for their energies and talents. They had little political
impact, but revolutionized their native literature. Goethe, always chief among them, outgrew the
phase and looked without sympathy on others still struggling in it. In the lyric, after a rather blasé
beginning in the old rococo tradition, he broke through into what Keats, fifty years later (in a letter
to J. H. Reynolds, 21 September 1819), would call ‘the true voice of feeling’, poems in his own
right, out of his own lived circumstances; but also, directed by the preacher and literary critic
Johann Gottfried Herder, five years his senior, he listened to and appropriated the true popular
voice, in ballads and folksongs. In drama, high on Shakespeare, he dramatized the story of Götz
von Berlichingen of the Iron Hand, a sixteenth-century robber knight in whom he saw his own
energy and self-assertiveness. In the novel, he created in Werther the very type of the
sentimental tragic hero. In the three genres – lyric, dramatic, epic – Goethe did work that was at
once very heterogeneous and of a piece; and his Faust is characteristic of that context.Marlowe
discerned through the fog of the legend a figure whom he could take seriously as one engaged
on a dangerous and forbidden course, a man of his own bent and times; Goethe was similarly
attracted. He had a pantheon of such heroes: Götz, from the same century; Prometheus;
Mahomet; figures like great rivers (a favourite image), carving out courses of their own. In the
case of Faust (and Götz), Goethe seems to have proceeded rather as Marlowe did, by
dramatizing an existent chronicle. He read a Faust chapbook of 1725.But Goethe’s work on
Faust either at once or very soon included another strand which, at that stage, he could follow
through more thoroughly and consequentially than he could the story of Faust himself. This was
the Gretchen tragedy. I shall say more on the joining of Faust and Gretchen later. Here it is
enough to indicate that in her story Goethe had the stuff of ballads and his treatment of it was
very ballad-like.Of the two materials, Faust and Gretchen, the young Goethe composed a
substantial fragmentary drama. That version, known as the Urfaust, was not discovered and
published until 1887. It had survived in a manuscript made by Luise von Göchhausen, a lady-in-
waiting at the court of Duke Karl August, in Weimar. Settling there in 1775, Goethe had read
aloud from his Faust papers; she borrowed them and, with or without his knowledge, made a
copy.Urfaust is of great importance in the history of German literature. Published in 1887 it
belongs, by its date of composition, at the start of the alternative line in German drama, the
‘open’ or ‘neo-Shakespearean’ line, which, deriving from the English Elizabethans, runs through
Sturm und Drang (Goethe’s own Götz and dramas by J. M. R. Lenz) to Georg Büchner, his
Danton’s Death (1835) but more particularly his Woyzeck (written 1836–7), also fragmentary
and not published till 1879. That is the tradition Bertolt Brecht attached himself to, in opposition



to the line dominantly established by the classical Goethe and Schiller. The fragmentariness of
Urfaust and Woyzeck; their dramatization of a chronicle or contemporary event; their way of
telling a story in intensely realized, rather disconnectedly juxtaposed single scenes (like the
stanzas of a ballad); their potent use of songs: all these elements were taken up by Brecht into
the theory and practice of his Epic Theatre.In September 1786, by now aged thirty-seven and
after nearly eleven years in Weimar, Goethe fled to Italy, telling nobody, not even his employer
Karl August nor his friend and intimate confidante Charlotte von Stein, until, writing from Rome,
he could present them with a fait accompli. His flight, which Karl August soon generously
sanctioned, was his necessary bid for the recovery of himself as a poet. He had become, he
feared, more courtier and functionary than poet; and his relationship with Charlotte, at first a
productive force in his poetic life, now only stifled him. He took with him to Italy bundles of his
writings, the Faust papers included, to prepare them (the already published and the
unpublished) for a proposed Collected Works. But even this project seemed to him, initially at
least, like the laying of a sepulchral lid on his achievements to date, rather than any new
beginning. He almost shared the view of his contemporaries, that, as a writer, he was finished
and had only to gather in what he had already done. All that changed in Italy. Again and again he
speaks of the experience there as one of rebirth, of the rediscovery of his essential self and its
vast extension into the vitally new. His taking up Faust again should be seen in that context, as
an act of reconnection with his best, most energetic, most poetic self, and its pushing forward,
into the new. He returned to Faust as part of the return to himself, though fifteen years on he was
much changed. He was, he wrote, restored to the level of his former existence, and there felt fit
to deal with Faust again. He was his old self, but vitally engaged in a great shift and
metamorphosis too. When he took out the Faust papers, already yellowed and dog-eared, such
a jumble, they seemed to him like the chronicle of a previous age, so that his return to them was,
he said, akin to his first steeping himself in the remote historical period of Faust himself. That
moment is very characteristic of Goethe: at once a reconnection, a feeling his way back into and
recovery of a former stratum, the best, his youthfulness, his old energy; all that and a decisive
moving forward; a truthful saying yes to what he always had been, still was and was becoming. In
that strange scene the ‘Witch’s Kitchen’, composed, incongruously enough, in the garden of the
Villa Borghese in Rome, Faust is shown an archetypal image of female beauty, into the proper
appreciation of which Goethe himself, released from Frau von Stein, was just beginning to be
inducted, by a young woman in Rome. Back in Weimar then, determined to go his own way, he
took up with the beautiful and socially unacceptable Christiane Vulpius, had her home to live
with him as his – till 1806 – unmarried wife, and wrote for her and because of her the twenty-four
classical poems of the Roman Elegies, beautifully, gloriously giving offence to the hidebound
Christian ‘morality’ of his day.Still, in this second phase of work, Goethe was unable to finish
Faust; ‘the great lacuna’ (between lines 605 and 1860); in which Mephistopheles and Faust were
to meet and their relationship was to be determined, still could not be filled; and Goethe
resigned himself to publishing the strange amalgam of his early and later endeavours as Faust.



A Fragment in 1790, in Volume 7 of the Collected Works.It was seven years before Goethe
returned to Faust. The agent then was Schiller. At the start of their friendship, in 1794, Schiller
had prompted him towards the work, calling it ‘the torso of Hercules’, after a famous broken
statue to be seen in Rome, and urging him to complete it. But Goethe resisted, saying, ‘I don’t
dare untie the package in which he is imprisoned.’ Then in June 1797, in a restless state, he
summoned up the necessary courage. The poem ‘Dedication’, written in that month, aptly
conveys his sense of being almost helplessly delivered up to both a visitation and an obligation.
Once begun, he worked hard at it, engaging Schiller, on the theoretical level at least, in an active
collaboration. Their exchanges were part of their ongoing reflection in these years on the nature
and function of the arts in society. While Goethe struggled with Faust, Schiller was producing his
own great drama Wallenstein, encouraged in this by Goethe. But Schiller was through and
through a tragic dramatist, which Goethe was not. Their differences, at this time of close and
competitive collaboration, are very apparent in the work each produced.
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OAKSHAMAN, “"Breathe, spirit, soar!". I have no doubt that this is the best English translation of
Faust. It is certainly the translation for those who love the tale. All the life and humor and glory
shines through. It is not a "scholar's" translation. It is still fully alive.I know that people avoid Faust
for being too formidable and daunting. They need not feel so. It is amazing just how smoothly the
translation of Part One reads. You do not want to put it down. Yet it is so very accurate- a quick
glance across to the opposing German original confirms that.As for Part Two, it doesn't read
quite so smoothly, but that is no fault of the translator, since the original German also lacks the
perfect flow and polish of Part One. Goethe didn't have sixty more years to perfect it as he did
with the first part. In fact, we are only given a translation of the first and last acts. The intervening
three acts are summarized in the introduction. My sole criticism of this edition is that the
summary should have been actually bound between these two acts so that you do not have to
flip back to the introduction to refresh your memory. Still, you can piece the full flavor and
meaning out of Part Two in spite of these obstacles.The author tells us in the introduction that we
shouldn't fall into the Germanic trap of analyzing the idea behind the story. He seems to insist
that we appreciate it for poetry and characterization and leave it at that. To my mind that would
be frivolous. The core idea in Faust is the tale of the German nation- indeed of most of western
civilization. Faust the scholar and magician represents the dissatisfaction and arrogance of
modern man. Not content with comprehending God's will and putting himself in accord with the
Divine order he tries to play God himself in order to "improve" creation. He sells his soul to do
this, but then he was incapable of faith in the first place (in spite of first hand dealings with the
supernatural.) This is directly analogous to those scientists who unravel the glories and
mysteries of creation every day, yet do not pause to appreciate the existence of a Creator.
Needless to say, Faust's efforts always end in failure and dissatisfaction- and disaster for those
whose life he touches (Gretchen.)The second part is a continuation of this theme, for Faust has
learned nothing in Part One. If anything he is more ambitious and insatiable. He seeks after gold,
influence, power, command, land, even progeny and a trophy wife (Helen of Troy.) It all turns out
twisted. In fact, just short of his final, hard-won triumph he suddenly drops dead from old age.
Nothing lasting- except ill effects- remain of his life's constant striving.Yet, Faust is saved. The
translator says that this is unexplainable. He seems to attribute it to softness of heart on the part
of Goethe. Nothing could be farther from the truth. As the Lord states in the Prologue: "A good
man in his darkling aspiration/ Remembers the right road throughout his quest." In other words,
the Lord knows that Faust was trying to do good- it was just that through his flaws and limitations
he ended up making a mess of things. This was also Boethius' understanding- even when we do
wrong it is out of a flawed quest to achieve the Good. Even Gretchen (who has now re-ascended
to her place as part of the Divine Feminine) understands and forgives Faust. Faust has now the
perspective to understand and learn from his errors on earth. He is now truly fit to teach other
souls hard-won lessons of worth.May this also be the ultimate fate of all modern men.”



E.A. Bucchianeri, “A pleasure to read.. Faust: Part One (Oxford World's Classic)

  
  
Goethe's "Faust" is arguably the most important milestone in Romantic literature. Taking the
famous medieval legend of Dr. Faustus and his pact with the devil, Goethe adapted the tale of
old, and transformed it into a great love story, and a probing poetical tract on the nature of good
and evil, salvation and damnation, failing and striving, the innate search for truth and lasting
fulfilment.Part One (first published 1808) features Faust's disgust with his life and the world at
large, and attempting to unite with the Spirit of creation and soar above the petty corporality of
earth, the proud old scholar is dashed to the ground, for he must first work his salvation out on
earth by the sweat of his brow before he can be admitted into the presence of the Deity. In
desperation, Faust tries to commit suicide, but then makes a wager with the devil: if
Mephistopheles can show him that one moment of bliss he is searching for and succeeds in
persuading him to cease all his human striving for that one moment, then his soul is forfeit. The
devil agrees to the wager, grants Faust the gift of youth, and the adventures begin. He meets
young Margareta and falls in love, a romance that leads to tragedy for the innocent
maiden.David Luke's award-winning translation is one of the best I have read. While the rhythms
do jar on occasion, this does not take away from the `flow' of this rendition. There will always be
discrepancies when a text is taken out of its original language in any case, so it is more
constructive to concentrate on the `readability', this translation succeeds in portraying the mood
of Goethe's text and the personalities of his vibrant characters. In some instances, it may be
argued the translation is too modern, for example, lines [2065 -2070] when Mephistopheles
prepares his magic flying cloak for their journey to a new life of youthful debauchery:"One merely
spreads one's cloak--you'll findIt give us aerial elevation.Though, please, this bold step for
mankind,Imposes luggage-limitation.I'll set the burners going, heat some air, and lo!We travel
light, the earth lies far below."Did Neil Armstrong land on the moon in Goethe's time? Of course
not, but Luke's witty lines humorously displays Mephistopheles' rakish personality and has
become one of my personal favourites in this English edition.The book features an informative
introduction on Goethe's biography and the composition of Part One and includes a graph
displaying how he edited and added to the scenes until he arrived at the text we know today.
There is also a select bibliography, a general chronology of Goethe's life and career, and helpful
explanatory endnotes for those who wish to study the details of the text more thoroughly. For



"Urfaust" scholars, Luke highlights the lines that were part of Goethe's early draft.E.A.
Bucchianeri, author of ...”

Sifo Dyas, “Check the Author. Don't be like me and buy the set thinking David Luke is the
translator. It's too easy on Amazon to get the Amazon version and not the Oxford translation.
Part 2 is correct, Part 1 has to be purchased elsewhere.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Different translations- footnotes do not match up on Kindle version. Of
course, this book is a classic for a reason. However- I’m frustrated with Amazon’s grouping of the
books for purchase. I bought the paperback and kindle versions assuming there’d be some
continuity, and was frustrated to learn that they’re two entirely different translations of the book.
The kindle version was a translation by David Luke and the paperback by Walter Kaufmann. I
was under the impression that I was reading the Kaufmann translation (albeit obviously without
the German text) and was frustrated 60% through the book to realize otherwise.Gave the Kindle
version 5 stars and am editing here after discovering that the footnotes are in the wrong place.
To find the footnote for the stanza you’re reading, you have to scan through the text to find the
next footnote- they’re out of order after about 70% of the book. Frustrating.”

Jack D Houghton, “A MUST-READ. Prior to purchasing this book I read a lot about how difficult it
has been to translate adequately from the original German. Naturally I found this off-putting as I
knew that I was only going to get a distilled version of what Goethe wrote. That being said, as far
as my limited judgment can tell, this translation served just fine in conveying the story of Faust
and his bargain with the Devil, Mephistopheles.Why is it a must read? For anyone who reads a
lot of western literature they will find that Goethe's name comes up quite a lot. I mainly came to
the story through Mikhail Bulgakov's, 'The Master and Margarita' (the best book of the 20th
century), which draws heavily on Goethe's masterpiece. Goethe inspired a whole generation of
writers, and his legacy can be felt.”

bookreader, “bi-lingual text with original German version. This is part 1 only. Starts with a
prelude, a very funny parody on staging a show, unlike some recent translations the characters
remain as ‘manager’, ‘dramatic poet’ and ‘comic character’ rather than being renamed as
director, writer and actor. On kindle the German and English text is not side by side but separate
parts.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 782 people have provided feedback.
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